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Who Are These Swedish Immigrants of Attleboro, 
Massachusetts? 
or 
Questions I Wish I Had Asked My Grandparents Before It Was Too Late! 
BY DARLENE JOHNSON NORMAN 
In the fall of 2002, I had asked my 
father about a certain old picture 
that I believed was in my Grand-
parents' photo box now stored in my 
aunt's house. In spite of the fact that 
they didn't find the picture I re-
quested, I received a group picture 
of 37 persons from my Aunt Edith at 
Christmastime. I had never seen it 
before and it had no identification. 
The picture was mounted on heavy 
cardboard but the border, which 
might have given the name of the 
photographer, had been removed in 
order to make it fit in a standard 8 11 
x 10" frame covered with glass. My 
father could recognize both my 
grandfather, Emil Johnson, as num-
ber 32 in the third row and his Vn-
cleAnton who was seated. We believe 
the picture may have been taken 
about 1906. 
Attleboro immigrants 
To help provide some background 
information, I will share what is 
known about a few of the Swedish 
immigrants in Attleboro. Emil John-
son was the youngest of eight child-
ren in his family who immigrated to 
America. His older brother, Anton, 
and family are seated in the second 
row. Anton and Elizabeth's first child, 
Alfhild, was born 23 January 1905, 
so the picture may have been taken 
about 1906-7. Copies of this picture 
have been sent to several persons 
with the hope that someone may 
provide names for more individuals. 
Chain migration from 
Halland 
Our genealogical research has shown 
that numerous young Swedish a-
dults on our family tree immigrated 
to the Providence/ Attleboro area in 
the late 1800s. In 1883, 19 year-old 
Ben (Bernander Berntsson) Benson1 
emigrated from his home parish, 
Skiillinge, which is located a few kil-
ometers east of Varberg in Halland 
liin. He was followed by three of his 
siblings2 before a cousin, named 
Hanna (Eliasdotter) Johnson,3 of a 
neighboring parish called Nosslinge, 
emigrated in 1891. At 18 years of age, 
she was the first member of her 
family to leave her homeland. 
Hanna's destination was Pro-
vidence, Rhode Island, but in later 
years she lived in Pawtucket. All of 
Hanna's seven siblings immigrated 
to America between 1891 and 1905. 
They were Johan (John), Albertina, 
Emelia,4 Anton, Carl,5 Josefina,6 and 
EmiF Johnson, my grandfather. 
Interestingly, four of them eventually 
returned to Sweden to live for the 
rest of their lives. In Sweden, their 
father's name was Elias Johansson 
and following the patronymic nam-
ing pattern, they were known as 
Eliassons, but when they arrived in 
America, each of them called them-
selves Johnson. John Johnson sett-
led in Providence while six of his 
younger siblings went on to the town 
of Attleboro, Massachusetts, which 
was the hub of jewelry production in 
those days. 
Since three of their cousins, Ben, 
John A., and John B. Benson, had 
already emigrated to Attleboro, they 
must have heard about the job 
market in that city through letters. 
The oldest cousin, Ben Benson, had 
found a job driving a streetcar and 
was listed as a motorman in the Att-
leboro city directories. At one time 
John B. Benson was a gardener and 
later he built a large home at the foot 
of Cliff street where they took in 
boarders for many years. He was a 
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janitor at the high school for many 
years. When Emelia and Josefina 
(Eliasson) Johnson arrived in At-
tleboro, they found work in a huge 
wood-framed mansion called the 
Sheffield House on North Main 
Street. They became the "cook" and 
"housekeeper" for the wealthy family 
of George Sheffield.8 When their 
brother, Carl Johnson, immigrated in 
1903, he also was employed by that 
family for a few years according to 
his son, George. 
The three Benson brothers came 
from a family of ten children in 
Sweden.9 Their older sister, Bern-
hardina, had married Johan Svens-
son and they also had ten children. 
Subsequently, beginning in 1901, 
Bernhardina's five older children 
began immigrating to America. 10 
First to come were Alma and Carl 
Johansson in 1901, followed by Os-
car, Axel, and Ellen. However, each 
of the five siblings used the surname 
Arvidson in America though they 
would have been Johanssons had 
they followed the patronymic 
naming pattern in Sweden. As it 
happens, the five younger siblings 
that remained in Sweden are known 
as "Svenssons." Doesn't that make a 
case for diligent preservation of the 
original family surname? 
A Vastergotland addition 
Meanwhile, not far from Skallinge, 
in the parish of Mardaklev in Alvs-
borg Zan, lived the family of Anders 
and Johanna Johansson. They had 
twelve children. 11 "America Fever" 
affected young people in all of the 
Swedish parishes along the west 
coast and the first of the Andersson 
siblings to emigrate was Klara. At 18 
years of age, she arrived in Paw-
tucket in 1887 and was known by the 
surname Anderson. By 1913, ten of 
the twelve Anderson children had 
immigrated to Attleboro. As time 
went by, three of these Anderson 
siblings married into our family tree 
that includes the Bensons, Johnsons, 
and Arvidsons. They are Anna Louisa 
Anderson, who married John B. Ben-
son, H. Elizabeth Anderson, who 
married Anton Johnson, and Ed An-
derson who married Alma Arvidson. 
The Swedish community 
in Attleboro 
The Swedish immigrant families 
brought their language, traditions, 
and faith with them when they came 
to a new country in search of greater 
opportunities. In Attleboro, they 
tended to live in the same neighbor-
hood as other relatives and friends 
where they felt comfortable com-
municating in their native lan-
guage. 12 When the new immigrants 
arrived, they frequently boarded in 
the homes ofrelatives. Language and 
family kept the immigrants closely 
bonded together. 
Some of the Swedes were skilled 
in construction and woodworking. 
They built homes three stories high 
called "three-deckers" in which there 
was a full apartment on each floor. 
When a son or daughter married, 
they could move into the upper flat 
of their parents' home and get a bar-
gain on the rent. 
As early as 1892, some of the 
Swedes in Attleboro gathered to 
worship in each other's homes until 
their meetings grew too large and 
then they rented a room in the 
YMCA. 13 In 1903, the Swedish Evan-
gelical Free Church was formed with 
twenty-five charter members. In the 
1913 Attleboro City Directory it is 
listed as the "Swedish Evangelical 
Free Church, South Main, cor Bea-
con" which indicates it was located 
at the corner of South Main Street 
and Beacon Street. They continued 
to use Swedish as their primary 
language in the Church's business 
meetings until 1944 and in some 
worship services until 1946. In 1949, 
the name of the church was changed 
from Swedish Evangelical Free 
Church to Evangelical Covenant 
Church of Attleboro and its affi-
liation with that denomination was 
formalized in 1953. The congregation 
now worships in North Attleboro. 
Church Records tells 
Early church record books show the 
date persons were received into 
membership or were married, and 
also include lists of students in the 
confirmation classes that are still 
preserved in the Evangelical 
Covenant Church.14 The pastor even 
recorded the name of the parish in 
Sweden from which the members 
had come. We know that Carl and 
Hulda Johnson's children were 
confirmed in the Covenant Church. 15 
Anton and Elizabeth Johnson were 
faithful members of the same church. 
Emil Johnson worked in a jewelry 
factory during the five years he lived 
in Attleboro and he boarded at the 
home of his brother, Anton, at 48 
John Street.16 He left in 1911 to settle 
near more Swedes in rural Houston 
County, Minnesota, where he mar-
ried Ada (Augustsdotter) Johnson 
whom he had met in Attleboro. They 
continued to speak Swedish in their 
farm home near the town of Hous-
ton. Swedish was the primary lan-
guage of their children until they 
entered first grade in the one-room 
country school and the time had ar-
rived to learn English. 
Who are they? 
We wonder if this picture shows a 
group of young families who gath-
ered for a church meeting in At-
tleboro? Or could it be a group of 
relatives who had gathered for an 
evening offellowship or reunion? The 
picture shows that thirty-seven 
people, dressed in their Sunday best, 
had gathered together inside some-
one's home. They took the time to 
arrange themselves into orderly 
rows in front of the piano so that al-
most everyone could be seen by the 
camera. Could there be a copy of this 
picture in your ancestor's box of 
memories? Did anyone write down 
the names of everyone pictured for 
descendants to contemplate almost 
one hundred years later? 
The Anderson Family had a won-
derful group picture taken of their 
whole family with spouses and child-
ren outdoors on a lovely day in 1910. 
Amazingly, a copy of that picture ·was 
found with all persons identified! 
With the help of some Anderson 
descendants, it has been possible to 
determine the names of some per-
sons on this indoor group picture. 
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Indoor Group Picture Identification taken about 1906. 
Front Row: 
1. ····· ······ ···· ······ ···· ······ ··········· ··· 
2. ···· ···· ··· ······· ····· ··· ··· ···· ··········· · 
3 ... .. .... ..................... ..... ... ..... .. . 
4 .................... .............. ... ..... .. . . 
5. Selma Svenson Johnson 
Row 2: 
6. Anna Svenson Strom (EL) 
7 .. .. ......................................... . 
8 ............................................. . 
9. Anton Johnson (DN) 
10. Alfhild Johnson 
11. Elizabeth Anderson Johnson 
12. Birger Johnson (PM) 
Row 3: 
13 ............................................ . 
14. ·· ······· ········· ·· ·· ············ ···· ··· ·· · 
15 .......... ............ ........ .. ............ . 
16 ............................................ . 
17. ·· ······ ·· ···· ··· ··························· 
18. ··· ······ ···· ··· ············· ··· ············ 
19 ............................................ . 
20 ... .... ..... ...... ... ... ... .. ......... .. .... . 
21. ...... ........ .. .. ......................... . 
22 ................. ............ .. ........ ..... . 
Row 4: 
23. Johanna Anderson (PM) 
24. Klas Charles Anderson (PM) 
25. Nathaniel Sandberg (AH) 
26. Hilda Anderson Sandberg (AH) 
27. Clara Anderson Swanson 
28. Ruth Swanson? (GE) 
29. Lillian Swanson? (GE) 
30. Alma Anderson 
31. ································· ··········· 
32. Emil Johnson (DN) 
33. Carl Adolf Anderson 
34. Louis Anderson 
Row 5: 
35. Edward Anderson 
36. John Benson (PM) 
37. Annie Anderson Benson (PM) 
(AH) per Anita Sandberg Hanna 
2/2003 
(PM) per Priscilla Anderson 
MacGregor 6/03 
(GE) per Gertrude Swanson 
Erickson 
(DN) per Darlene Johnson Norman 
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Endnotes 
1 On 20 April 1883, Bernander 
Berntsson boarded the Orlando 
and left Goteborg bound for Hull, 
England, along with the following 
three young men: AdolfE. Ander-
son, Swen A. Jonson, and Swen J. 
Anderson. Both Adolf and Ber-
nander listed their destination as 
New York while the two Swens 
were bound for Sheffield. FHL film 
#0216594, page 3. 
2 Three ofBernander's siblings were: 
Johan Albin Berntsson, age 18, 
passenger #3572, boarded the Ro-
meo and left Goteborg bound for 
Hull, England, on 4 May 1888. His 
destination was Providence, RI. 
FHL film #0216600. On 29 March 
1889, Matilda Berntsson, age 23, 
passenger #3461, boarded the 
Livorno bound for Hull, England. 
Her destination was Boston, MA. 
FHL film #02i6602. On 20 June 
1890, J.B. Berntsson, age 21 from 
Skallinge, Halland, boarded the 
Romeo and left Goteborg bound for 
Hull, England. His destination 
was Boston. FHL film #0216604. 
3 On 27 March 1891, Hanna Eliason, 
age 18, passenger #7 425, boarded 
the Romeo and left Goteborg 
bound for Hull, England. Her de-
stination was New York. FHL film 
#0216,606. 
4 On 20 October 1899, Beata Eliason, 
age 24, passenger #8930 and her 
brother, Anton, age 23, passenger 
#8931, from Nosslinge parish in 
Halland, boarded the Romeo in 
Goteborg bound for Hull, England. 
FHL film #0216617 . 
5 On 25 March 1903, Carl 0. Johans-
son, age 22, passenger #35432 of 
Nosslinge, boarded the Rollo 
bound for Grimsby, England. FHL 
film #0216622. He left Liverpool 
aboard the Umbria, passenger 
#35432, and arrived in New York 
6 April 1903. His destination was 
his brother, Anton Johanson, 19 
Cliff Street, Attleboro, MA. FHL 
film #01399021. 
6 On 4 September 1903, Josefina Jo-
hanson, age 20, passenger #41109 
of Nosslinge, boarded the Ariosto 
bound for Hull, England. FHL film 
#0216623. She left Liverpool 8 
September 1903 aboard the Saxo-
nia, passenger #26, and arrived in 
Boston on 17 September, 1903. 
Her destination was her sisters, 
Emelia Jonson-Mrs. Geo. Sheffi-
eld, Attleboro, MA. & Hannah 
Johnson, 25 Washington St ., 
Pawtucket. FHL film #1404191. 
7 On 24 February 1905, Emil Elia-
son, age 19, passenger #57644 of 
Nosslinge, boarded the Calypso 
bound for Hull, England. FHL 
#0216626. He left Liverpool a -
board the Saxonia of the Cunard 
Line and arrived in Boston 10 
March 1905. FHL film #1724634. 
8 1910 Federal Census for Attleboro, 
MA, ED 102, Supervisor's District 
49, Ward Precinct W, Sheet 13A 
The Sheffield family lived at 302 
N Main Street. 
9 The ten children of Bernt Aron Jo-
hansson and Anna Louisa Anders-
dotter are listed on the 1863-1872 
husforhorslangd for the Ofralia 
farm in Skallinge parish on page 
194 in the middle of FHL film 
#0,400,305. They are Johan Adolf, 
Bernhardina Albertina, Anton 
Edvard, Bernander, Matilda Lou-
isa, Johan Bernt, Johan Albin, 
Clas Aron, Carolina Augusta, and 
Carl Julius . 
10 Listed on husforhorslangd for 
N edralia farm on page 81 in Skall-
inge parish in Halland Zan. Bern-
hardina's children were Alma 
Elfrida, Carl, Clara Matilda (died 
young), Axel, Oscar, Clara Melissa, 
Ellen Elizabeth, Bernardina Char-
lotta, Sven Daniel, Gunnar, Ernst, 
and Arvid. FHL film #0400305. 
Received information regarding 
immigration of five Arvidson 
siblings from Edith Arvidson 
Layton, the daughter of Carl Ar-
vidson who immigrated in 1901 
and lived on East Fourth Street 
according to 1930 Federal Census 
of Attleboro City in Bristol County, 
Ward 2, ED 3-16, Supervisor's Di-
strict 10, Sheet # 16B, Line 84. In 
spite of spending some time 
searching the 1901 immigration 
index for exact surname and date 
that Carl left Sweden, the search 
has been unsuccessful. 
11 Children of Anders Johansson and 
Johanna Gustafva were Gustafva 
Clare Lina, Johannes Andrew 
Clara Josefina, Claus (Charles)'. 
Anna Louisa, Johan August, Ed-
ward L., Hanna Elizabeth, Carl 
Adolf, Ida Sofia, Axel Ludvig 
(Louis A.), and Hilda Maria. 
Received list of children from 
Gertrude Swanson Erickson 
daughter of Ida Sofia Anderso~ 
Swanson, whose husband was one 
of the first to gather Anderson 
genealogy. 
12 Received information and pictures 
of homes in Swedish neighborhood 
in Attleboro from Anita Sandberg 
Hanna, daughter of Hilda Maria 
Anderson Sandberg, who grew up 
in Attleboro. 
13 Copy of The Beacon, Banquet 
Beacon Special Edition, October 5, 
2003 , received from Gertrude 
Swanson Erickson. See "Be-
ginnings - The Establishing of our 
Congregation", page 4 and 5. 
14 Searched Book 1 and Book 2 of 
Evangelical Covenant Church in 
North Attleboro by appointment 
on October 7, 2003. Those records 
are also available on film at the 
Swenson Swedish Immigration 
Research Center, Augustana Col-
lege, Rock Island, Illinois. 
15 Ibid. Book 2, page 218, Confir-
mation Classes, list for class of 
1922 and 1929. 
16 1910 Federal Census for Attleboro 
MA, ED 101, Supervisors District 
119, Sheet #SB, Line 72. 
The author, Darlene Johnson 
Norman, lives in Brookfield, 
Wisconsin. She can be reached 
by e-mail: 
<darnorman@aol.com> 
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Listeni'ng to tlie. Prairie 
The old Jansson homestead in Minnesota 
is visited by a descendant. Part Ill 
BY DENNIS L.J OHNSON 
Growing town of 
Bernadotte 
The same year (1871) Gustafsson's 
new general store had opened across 
from the church, and it had a post 
office. After Sunday services, settlers 
could stop for their mail, buy a few 
things, and deliver butter and eggs 
for sale. 
A new one-room schoolhouse had 
been built only a mile north of the 
Johnson's farm, and school was held 
for two months in the winter and two 
months in the summer. By 1870, they 
had 27 children of all ages attending. 
One of them no doubt was Ephraim, 
now 14 years old, and learning to 
speak English so he could teach his 
family at home. Mathilda and Wil-
helmina might have gone as well, but 
they were older and may not have 
wanted to join all the little children. 
A few years later, Otto would also 
begin his schooling in this little 
classroom, and become proficient in 
English. 
By 1870, land prices in the area 
had risen to nearly 6 dollars an acre 
from the $1.50 of just a few years 
earlier when Jonas arrived in the 
township. Most of the land around 
the Johnson farm was now settled 
and the church was filled every Sun~ 
day. At the general store, butter could 
be sold for about 20 cents a pound, a 
dozen eggs would bring 15 cents. 
Their chicken flock grew larger, and 
little Otto helped Ephraim and 
Mathilda collect the eggs every day, 
leaving one egg behind so the hens 
would not stop laying. Stina kept all 
the butter and egg money in a jar 
behind the stove; this was her money 
to be used for needed items at the 
store, or for the infrequent trips into 
St. Peter for shopping. 
Farm chores 
There was milk in the household now, 
with several milk cows in their new 
cow shed. The cows had to be milked 
daily and the cream separated from 
the milk. From the cream they made 
butter, cheese from the milk, and any 
excess milk and buttermilk was 
drunk, fed to the calves, or sold. The 
farm had acquired a stray cat who 
settled in to help keep the mice at 
bay, and who always showed up at 
milking time for her share. 
Plowing was easier now; Jonas 
had bought a team of horses and gi-
ven them new Swedish names. He 
built a shed large enough for the pair, 
the harness and equipment, and 
enough feed to last a winter. Now he 
would also plant barley and oats to 
feed these hard-working horses. To 
add new acres to the plowing, how-
ever, he still had to borrow a team to 
hitch in tandem to his own, or 
perhaps use John Red's oxen, to 
break new sod. He could also plow 
the vegetable garden for the women 
to plant and tend; it would be a little 
larger every year. They tried a little 
sweet corn, and raised turnips, car-
rots, pumpkins, cabbage, beans, and 
peas. Some of the Swedish farmers 
built familiar zigzag rail fences; Jo-
nas found posts with the new barbed 
wire more practical. 
Dangers 
Spring and fall, when the grass and 
fields were dry, brought the threat 
of prairie fires, usually signaled by 
smoke in the western sky. The more 
experienced fatmers would quickly 
hitch up their team and plow a 
firebreak around their woodlot to 
protect their house and other buil-
dings, but the fires would sometimes 
jump the firebreaks in the strong 
winds. 
In July of 1873, another kind of 
cloud appeared on the horizon. A 
plague oflocusts swept over the land, 
one which was to reappear every 
year for four years more. The des-
perate farmers fought back, but 
these locusts, or grasshoppers, could 
strip a field bare in a few hours. 
People were paid from 3 to 10 cents 
per bushel by the county for dead 
locusts. 
Jonas and his neighbors tried eve-
rything to save their crops. Some 
used a drag, a flat pan coated with 
molasses to drag the fields and trap 
the insects. Others used long, sticky 
ropes to drag through the fields, all 
to little avail. With luck, the swarms 
moved on and not too much of the 
valuable grain was lost. Yields were 
poor in those years, and the families 
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had to struggle to get by. A fund was 
set up to help families that lost their 
entire crops, and by 1878, the locusts 
had pretty much gone away. The 
winters became milder in 1877 and 
1878 and in 1880-81, and yields 
improved. 
Children leaving 
By 1874 Lars Johan, the oldest son 
of Jonas and Stina Johnson, was 28 
years old and had worked for his fa-
ther since coming to Minnesota eight 
years before. He was ready to start 
his own farm and to marry and raise 
a family. He had a sweetheart, Betsy 
Morshare, the daughter of a farmer 
who lived about two miles down their 
road to the west. Lars had seen Betsy 
regularly in church and at other 
gatherings, and they were married 
in 187 4. They had six children in the 
next twelve years. 
Tragedy struck in 1889 when Lars 
Johan was killed by a falling tree on 
his farm. He was only 43 years old, 
and left Betsy a widow with six 
young children to raise. 
After Mathilda left home in 1873 
and Lars in 187 4, the family had 
become smaller and the house was 
now less crowded. More work fell on 
the shoulders ofWilhelmina, now 24, 
and Ephraim, a young man at 18. 
Otto was by now 7 years old and 
learning to help around the farm. He 
collected all the eggs from the hen-
house, chased rabbits and the occa-
sional deer away from the garden, 
and had learned not to fear the mean 
rooster that sometimes used to chase 
him into the house, strutting about 
and acting as if the entire farmyard 
was his territory. Otto had learned 
to read and write in English at 
school, and tried to teach his family 
new words as best he could. He had 
a pet dog now, his father had brought 
home a pup from a neighbor's farm, 
and between them they would bring 
the cows in from the field at night, 
into the barn. Otto William was good 
with his hands, and began to try and 
make things from scraps of wood he 
found in the shed. He wasn't so sure 
he wanted to be a farmer, however. 
He hated it when the locusts came 
and ate the crops. He liked the trips 
into St. Peter, he thought that was a 
splendid town. 
July and August brought hotter 
weather than any of the Swedes had 
experienced in the old country. Sum-
mer storms, usually at the end of hot 
and humid days, could be violent and 
frightening. The sky would become 
black, a deep greenish black like they 
had never seen before, and lightning 
would flash and the thunder would 
roll. Powerful winds would suddenly 
shatter the calm, and send all the 
farmers and their families to their 
root cellars for safety. (On July 7, 
1869, Alfred Johnson [not a relative] 
and another man were killed by 
lightning in Bernadotte Township, 
and by 5:00 the same day, a tornado 
had struck St. Peter and damaged 
many homes and buildings.) After a 
storm had passed, it would be a little 
cooler for a time, then the heat would 
resume. Sometimes weeks on end 
would pass without rain, or the rain 
would miss their farm completely, 
until the wheat was shriveled and 
dry. The farmers had to take what 
came their way and continue with 
their lives. 
Golden years 
The 1880's brought better weather 
and many signs of progress to the 
prairie. The worst of the locust years 
were over, all the fields were now 
producing crops across the entire 
township as far as the eye could see, 
except for a few undrained sloughs 
and small lakes. The price of wheat 
had risen to over a dollar a bushel 
by 1881, higher than in the 1890's and 
later. The winters in the '80's were 
among the coldest, with temperature 
records that would stand until al-
most a century later, in the 1970's. 
The growing seasons were pretty 
good, however, and many farmers 
were turning to corn as the demand 
for beef in the growing cities made 
this a valuable feed crop. The new 
Minnesota River Valley Railroad had 
been extended through St. Peter by 
1869, so river boat traffic had de-
clined, and the railroads now hauled 
crops to market. 
The railroad comes 
In 1881, the year President Garfield 
was assassinated, a new railroad was 
extended west from Henderson on 
the Minnesota River to Brecken-
ridge, and a new depot was built near 
Titloe Lake, only seven miles or so 
north of Bernadotte. The town of 
Gaylord quickly sprung up around 
the depot, with a general store, grain 
elevators, post office, and saloon. 
Other stores quickly opened, and this 
soon became the nearest town for 
shopping and other needs. There was 
even a telegraph in Gaylord, but the 
first telephone was not to come until 
1897, with a line extended to Berna-
dotte in 1902. Party line telephones 
to each farm were not to become com-
mon until the 1920's and later. 
More marriages 
In May of 1879, Jonas and Stina's 
older daughter, Wilhelmina, 29, was 
married to John Holberg, and they 
moved to the Holberg farm a little 
ways away. 
Then on January 31, 1881, son 
Ephraim, now 25, married Ida Lilje-
gren, 21, daughter of August and 
Maria Liljegren. They were also 
members of the Bernadotte Church, 
and had come from Sweden a little 
after Jonas's family. 
Ephraim had been a big help to Jo-
nas on the farm after Lars Johan 
married, but he was restless to own 
his own place. Good land in Minne-
sota had by the 1880's all been tak-
en up, and the cost of buying a farm 
had risen to nearly eight dollars an 
acre. He had heard of good home-
stead land available way out in 
Washington State, in the Willamette 
valley, and began making plans to 
leave and seek his own fortune. 
Ephraim knew the pioneer life well, 
and he and Ida were young and un-
afraid. 
Thoughts of the future 
By 1883, Jonas was able to start 
thinking about his and Stina's own 
future. He was now 63 years old and 
Stina was 60. Despite help from his 
sons and son-in-law Charles Hed, the 
work was tiring and aches and pains 
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began to slow them both down. Otto 
was now 16 years old, had done well 
in school, but showed little sign of 
wanting to be a farmer. He seemed 
mostly to enjoy working in the shed, 
making things of wood and repairing 
the farm equipment. Ephraim and 
Ida wanted to leave to make a start 
in Washington, and perhaps could 
use a little help. 
Jonas had built up this farm from 
empty prairie during his eighteen 
years in Bernadotte, and didn't want 
to see it pass out of the family. They 
knew it was soon time to rest from 
their labors, but they still needed a 
way to live. It was time to make some 
hard decisions, and he talked many 
times to Stina to see what she 
thought. 
Last Christmas together 
The whole family gathered at the 
Jansson homestead for Christmas, 
1882, for a Christmas Eve dinner 
before going to the Yuletide services 
at the Bernadotte church. Stina had 
roasted three chickens in her new 
kitchen range, and had even made 
some lutfisk from dried cod that they 
found at Gustafson's store. Gifts were 
exchanged in the Swedish fashion on 
Christmas Eve, mostly little things 
that each had made for the others. 
There was Lars Johan, his wife Betsy, 
and their children Anna, 5, and Al-
bert, 3. Wilhelmina and John Hol-
berg had been married three years, 
but so far had no children. Mathilda 
and Charles Hed brought Anna, 9, 
Johan, 7, Jennie, 5, Emma, 2, and 
Mathilda was expecting. Ephraim 
and Ida had been married only a 
year, and had no children yet. And 
there was Otto, the youngest of 
Jonas's children, still only 15 and en-
joying his status as uncle to his six 
young nephews and nieces. He had 
made them each a toy in his work-
shop in the barn. The little ones en-
joyed seeing their cousins again, and 
romped together as children do. 
Jonas sat and watched them at 
play, marveling at all the new young 
lives, the fruit ofhis and Stina's mar-
riage. There would be 17 souls a-
round his Julbord this year, a little 
makeshift with the adults at the big 
table and all the children sitting 
nearby around the kitchen table. Jo-
nas led in the saying of an old Swed-
ish table prayer, then Stina and the 
mothers rose to tend to passing the 
foods and helping the little ones. 
After coffee and lots of Christmas 
cookies, Jonas told some stories 
about Christmas in Sweden and 
Stina taught the children some songs 
she had sung as a little girl. 
It was soon time for Jonas and 
Otto to go out and hitch up the team 
and sleigh for the ride to church. Lars 
drove his own team, the others all 
crowded into Jonas's sleigh. The stars 
shone bright and clear in the night 
sky, and the children's eyes filled 
with wonder as they saw the big 
church dressed and decorated for 
Christmas. The chandeliers held 
dozens of candles, and there were 
more on stands along the center 
aisle, in the windows, and in the 
chancel. 
Christmas Day was more quiet, a 
day of rest, and a time for Jonas to 
think about the future. He walked to 
the barn to check on the animals, the 
team of horses quiet in their stalls, 
the three cows munching hay in the 
yard near the hay barn. A few chick-
ens wandered about, pecking at the 
snow covered ground but most 
stayed in the hen house out of the 
cold wind. He looked over his equip-
ment, now taking up quite a bit of 
space in the shed and waiting for 
planting time. Jonas pumped up 
some more water into the cattle 
trough, breaking the ice on what 
remained. Someday he would get one 
of those windmill kits to pump water 
automatically and fill the trough as 
needed. 
The house gleamed white in the 
bright sun, and the yard was neat 
with a new picket fence around the 
vegetable garden. Across the road 
and down a ways, smoke was rising 
from Charles and Mathilda's chim-
ney almost straight up into the blue 
sky. He came back in the kitchen 
door, stomping his boots on the stoop 
to shake off the snow, and hung up 
his Mackinaw. Stina was starting 
dinner, this time a ham she had 
bought for Christmas Day. Otto was 
reading a book in English at the ta-
ble by the stove, and there would be 
only the three of them for dinner, 
their married children would be 
visiting their spouse's parents' 
houses today. Perhaps a few friends 
would stop by to visit in the parlor 
in the afternoon; Stina would make 
coffee and serve cakes and Christmas 
buns. 
Jonas walked into the front room, 
once their first bedroom. They now 
had several pieces of furniture, 
chests, and a davenport. Today they 
would open the parlor, furnished 
with their best things, and a new 
carpet bought in town, for their 
guests. He wound the tall clock in the 
parlor, the one that struck the hours 
night and day, and raised the window 
shades to let the sun shine in. Stina 
had asked him to build up a fire in 
the parlor stove, in case company 
stopped by. He put in some kindling 
and corncobs, some paper, and a few 
pieces of oak from the nearby rack 
and struck a match, watching the fire 
catch hold and blaze up. He closed 
down the damper, and sat down in 
his newest easy chair to warm him-
self 
Summing up 
From this chair he could also see the 
road and watch who was passing by, 
recognizing them by their team of 
horses. It was not a bad life, and he 
decided that leaving Sweden for 
America was not his worst decision. 
Both his and Stina's parents were 
now dead, but he did get a letter once 
a year from his older brother, still 
farming in Bralanda parish. Things 
were a little better in Sweden, his 
brother reported, now that so many 
people had left for America. There 
was an addition to the Bralanda 
church, and the new railroad now 
passed by and went all the way to 
Goteborg. 
Jonas counted his blessings. His 
family was establishing themselves 
and independent, except for young 
Otto, filled with dreams about the 
city. Farming had grown easier, with 
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the new horse-drawn plows, planters, 
cultivators, and harrows. Harvest 
was no longer back-breaking work, 
threshing crews with mechanical 
threshing machines went from farm 
to farm to harvest the wheat and 
leave the straw tied into bales. Jo-
nas had even heard of steam-
powered threshing machines in the 
County. He had put aside a little 
money in the bank, but not enough 
to live on for long. He still had a small 
mortgage he had taken out to build 
the new hay barn, but it was slowly 
being paid off. He and Stina had their 
health, but who knows how long that 
will last? And the little grand-
children were the joy of their lives, 
and still more of them to come. 
The decision 
Within a few more weeks, the deci-
sion was made. Jonas would retire 
from farming and sell the farm to his 
son-in-law and daughter Mathilda. 
This energetic and successful farmer 
was prospering, and would surely 
look after the farm. Lars and Wil-
helmina were doing well also, but 
lived a little further away and stood 
to inherit land from their in-laws. 
Ephraim was restless and wanted to 
move to Washington, and Otto did 
not appear to have much desire to 
be a farmer. 
By March 12, 1883, a contract had 
been drawn up by a lawyer in St. 
Peter, in which Jonas agreed to sell 
his farm to Charles for the sum of 
$900.00. That was a little less than 
market value, but Charles agreed to 
pay off the remaining mortgage of 
$160.00 also. Charles also agreed "to 
provide hay for 3 cows and 1 team, 
and feed for the team." Jonas and 
Stina would have the right to live in 
their house for "the rest of their nat-
ural lives." 
Idleness did not sit well with ei-
ther Jonas or Stina, however, and 
when Ephraim and Ida decided to go 
out to Washington State in 1884, Jo-
nas and Stina decided to go along 
with them and help them get started. 
Otto, 1 7, would stay in Minnesota 
and live with his sister Mathilda, 
Charles Hed with the farm work. 
They stayed in Washington State for 
nearly four years, until Ephraim and 
Ida had established themselves on a 
homestead near Creston, Washing-
ton. They farmed there for many 
years, and raised six children, the 
first not being born until 1886, when 
Ephraim's parents returned to their 
farm in Bernadotte. Jonas and Stina 
moved back into their home, rejoined 
the Bernadotte church, and resumed 
their retirement on the farm. Jonas 
helped his children where he could, 
and Stina helped look after the 
grandchildren when needed. 
Old folks' life 
Otto moved back in with his parents 
and helped with the heavy chores. He 
found himself traveling often in to 
St. Peter, borrowing one of the hors-
es or now and then taking the team 
and a wagon, sometimes doing 
errands and picking up things in the 
stores for his parents. Jonas won-
dered if maybe Otto was seeing a 
young lady in St. Peter, and hoped it 
was a nice Swedish girl. 
Life was quieter now, and the aging 
couple often just sat by the stove and 
talked of old times. They enjoyed 
seeing their friends in church on 
Sundays, now almost all more pros-
perous looking. Gone were the sheep-
skin or buffalo coats and old style 
homemade clothes. The men, mostly 
bearded, all had proper suits to wear, 
and looked distinguished in their 
hats (except when removed indoors 
to reveal their "farmer's tan," deep 
brown cheeks and face but a very 
white forehead). The ladies wore 
store-bought big fancy hats deco-
rated with ribbons and flowers. Sel-
dom seen any more were the old style 
Swedish caps or the prairie bonnets. 
Stina had several nice dresses she 
had bought in town, and Jonas even 
on workdays wore shirts and over-
alls from the dry goods store. No 
more home-made clothes! 
Stina kept busy with her cro-
cheting, making decorative cloths to 
cover dresser tops or the backs and 
arms of upholstered chairs. She 
knitted sweaters and layettes for the 
little grandchildren as they came 
along, and made many more rag rugs 
and quilts, most of which she gave 
away to her children. Cooking was 
easier now, they had bought a big 
new icebox to keep butter and meat 
in. An ice man brought a big block of 
ice every other day to keep things 
cold, and another dray man picked 
up a few cans of milk and their eggs 
at the road twice a week, for their 
account at the creamery. Despite 
many hardships along the way, life 
looking after their house and helping A last look at the deserted Jansson homestead . 
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had been good to them and there 
were no regrets about breaking loose 
from their roots in Sweden and 
coming to pioneer in Minnesota. 
None at all. 
Epilogue 
The children of Jonas and Stina 
continued to grow and prosper in 
their new land. 
Lars Johan and Betsy had six 
children by 1889 when tragedy befell 
them in the death of Lars, killed 
while felling a tree on his farm. The 
family struggled on with help from 
all their relatives and friends. Jonas 
and Stina never really recovered 
from the shock of this loss, their 
sturdy oldest son who had been 
through so much, and had been such 
a help to them. Stina said little, but 
Jonas knew her heart was crushed 
by the loss of her firstborn in the 
prime of his life. 
Wilhelmina and John Holberg had 
five children, she died fairly young 
in 1897, at the age of only 47. The 
cause of her death was lung fever. 
Charles Hed became one of the 
more successful farmers in the area 
adding land and leading in mecha~ 
nization. He and Mathilda had 11 
children, one died in childhood but 
many of their children had large 
families . 
Ephraim and Ida had 6 children 
and began a whole new branch of the 
family in Washington State. Eph-
raim died in 1915 at the age of 58, of 
lung fever and a heart lesion. 
In November, 1894, Otto William, 
age 27, married 24-year-old Ma-
thilda Brink in St. Peter, a Swedish 
girl from Skara in Vastergotland. 
They settled in St. Peter, where Otto 
(known as Bill, or 'Willie') built a 
house on St. Paul Street just a few 
doors down the hill from Gustavus 
Adolphus College. He worked as a 
carpenter most of his life for the 
State Mental Institution at the 
southern edge of town. They had four 
children; their second son was my 
father, Hilding Ephraim. 
The end of the story 
Jonas Jansson, after feeling poorly 
for a few years, died of consumption 
on the 12th of April, 1894,just three 
months short of celebrating his and 
Stina's 50th wedding anniversary, 
and about six months before his 
youngest son, Otto, was married . 
Stina after a time moved in with her 
daughter Mathilda, and lived with 
her until her death on Feb. 25, 1904. 
At the time of her death, Stina had 
33 grandchildren and 9 great-grand-
children. They and their descendants 
now live in all parts of the United 
States. 
Only one descendant continues to 
be a member of the Bernadotte 
Church. Duane Anderson, grandson 
of Mathilda and Charles Hed, has a 
dairy farm near the church and only 
a mile west of the Jans son home-
stead. All others now have a variety 
of urban careers, living in cities and 
small towns throughout this country. 
The first Bernadotte church, to 
meet the needs of a growing con-
gregation, was replaced by a new and 
larger brick church in 1897. In 1894 
the congregation had 525 adult 
members and 4 72 children. 
Sources: 
Aberg, Alf, A Concise History of 
Sweden, LT:s Forlag, Stockholm, 
Kristianstads Boktryckeri, 1985. 
Busse, Arlene, Chair, Gaylord His-
tory Committee, Gaylord, Hub of 
Silbey County, Gaylord, Minne-
sota, 1982. 
County Clerk, Nicollet County, St. 
Peter, Minnesota 
County Clerk, Sibley County, Gay-
lord, Minnesota 
Family records and papers, collected 
by Dennis L. Johnson. 
Gothenberg Landsarkivet, Parish 
Records of Bralanda Parish. 
Gresham, Nicollet and LeSueur 
Counties, Vols. I and II, B. F. Bowen 
& Co., undated, published about 
1920. 
Gustavus Adolphus College archives, 
St. Peter, Minnesota. 
Johansson, Bertil, Bralandaboken, 
Bralanda, Gestad och Sundals-
Ryr. Tre socknar pa Dal, Vols. I and 
II, Uddevalla, Sweden, 1975, 1984. 
Nicollet County (Minnesota) Histo-
rical Society and Museum. 
Palm, Gunnar, Bralanda Kyrka, 
Short history and description, CW 
Carlssons Tryckeri, Vanersborg, 
1978. 
Pamphlet, Diamond Jubilee of the 
Bernadotte Evangelical Lutheran 
Church held June 20-22, 1941, 
author not given. 
Scott , Franklin D., Sweden, The 
Nation's History, Southern Illinois 
University Press, 1988 
The author is Dennis L. Johnson, 
an architect, but also the SAG 
Book Review Editor. He lives in 
the Philadelphia area and can be 
reached at <j2vikings@att.net> 
-0-0-0-0-0-
An example of a name 
change 
My Swedish great-grandfather 
changed his name at naturali-
zation. He came to the U.S. as Karl 
Kall, and became Charles Schell 
at naturalization. The family story 
is that his naturalization lawyer 
was a German, thus the German 
spelling for Shell. As his brothers 
and sisters came to the U.S., they 
also used the surname Schell. In 
a similar way, my great-grand-
mother came as Selma Christine 
(or Kristin) Andersdotter, but was 
known in the US as Selma Chris-
tine Anderson until marriage. 
Karl Kall was born in N orra 
Sandsjo parish, province of Sma-
land, Sweden, Dec. 11, 1867. At the 
age of 19 he left Sweden on Nov. 
11, 1887 for Duluth, Minnesota. 
There he was married to Selma 
Anderson Sept. 15, 1894. They had 
seven children. 
He worked as a baker most of 
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Swedish 
At www.arkion.se you will find the decennial censuses 
as searchable databases 
1890 is complete and contains 4 800 000 individuals 
1900 - 3 300 000 individuals 
1880 - 281 000 
1870 - 170 000 
1860 - 12 000 
A total of 8 563 000 posts and constantly growing. 
You will find information on family status, occupation , 
place of birth, other members of the household with different names 
and much more. In the 1900 census most posts are linked to images 
of the original pages 
You may add your own information for other researchers too see, 
or find information others have added. 
Released prisoners 
At www.arkion.se there is a database of released prisoners 
during the period of 1876-1925. The information on each 
prisoner contains information on his name, place of birth, current 
sentence and previous convictions, personal description 
(hair and eye color etc) and a photograph. 
www.arkion.se 





Where do you find it all? www.arkion.se 
The databases are in English , still need help, look at our translation help, still need help? 
Contact support@arkion.ra.se and we will do our best to guide you right. 
Arkion Storgatan 77 881 31 Solleftea Sweden +46 620 259 10 
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News from the Swenson Center 
'InanK._.you, 'Vo[unteers! 
This section usually features news 
from the Swenson Center, but in this 
issue we are pleased to feature two 
volunteers whose efforts over the 
years have helped improve our re-
search resources. They diligently 
wade through materials that would 
otherwise remain untouched. We are 
deeply grateful for the work of 
volunteers. 
Pastor Robert Pearson 
of East Moline, Illinois 
Bob Pearson has volunteered nearly 
every Wednesday afternoon for the 
past five years processing archival 
material from Upsala College. When 
Upsala College in East Orange, New 
Jersey, closed its doors in 1995, 
several hundred boxes of the school's 
archival holdings were donated to 
the Swenson Center where they are 
being preserved for the future. 
Working with the records from 
Upsala College fascinates Bob Pear-
son for personal reasons. Bob earned 
a B.A. from Upsala College in 1958. 
He eventually became a U.S. Army 
Chaplain where he served around 
the world until he finished his career 
in the ministry serving Lutheran 
parishes in the Midwest. 
He has processed over 11 7 linear 
feet of the material so far. The Upsala 
College collection does not include 
Robert (Bob) Pearson. 
student transcripts, but it does 
contain, among other things, presi-
dential papers, files from the dean's 
office, records of board of trustee 
meetings, faculty publications, pho-
tos of early campus life, and student 
theses. Bob sorts the papers and is 
generating a detailed finding aid for 
the collection. The closing of an 
historically Swedish-American col-
lege is unfortunate, but Bob appre-
ciates working with the archives. He 
finds the correspondence endlessly 
interesting. The Swenson Center is 
fortunate to have the opportunity to 
preserve the history of Upsala Col-
lege and grateful for the hundreds 
of hours that Bob Pearson has 
volunteered. 
Robert Seaholm of 
Moline, Illinois 
Bob Seaholm has been a volunteer 
at the Swenson Center off and on for 
the last 10 years. He makes indexes 
of immigrant members of Swedish-
American churches for use in genea-
logical research. 
Bob was born in Moline, and 
raised in Andover, Illinois. All of his 
ancestors emigrated from Skane, 
Smaland, and Viistergotland to 
Moline, and Andover. In the 1980s 
Bob's wife Marjorie (Marge) and her 
cousin Doris Anderson began making 
card indexes of church records by 
pulling names of immigrants from 
the membership books and noting 
the book and page number where the 
person was found. Indexed in that 
era were Augustana Lutheran in 
Andover, IL, First Lutheran in Moli-
ne, IL, and First Lutheran in Rock 
Island, IL. 
After Bob retired from his job as a 
draftsman at Deere & Company's 
headquarters in Moline, Marge 
Robert (Bob) Seaholm. 
started bringing him along to help 
make church indexes. In the 1990s, 
Bob and Marge would occasionally 
come in and work on other churches 
and to see their daughter Jill, who 
works at the Swenson Center. Marge 
worked on the enormous Immanuel 
Lutheran in Chicago while Bob 
indexed St. Paul Lutheran in Orion, 
IL. Bob has a sentimental attach-
ment to the family names and the 
churches whose records he works 
with, so he works on churches from 
his own family background when-
ever possible. 
Widowed in August 2003, Bob has 
since dutifully volunteered every 
Tuesday and Thursday afternoon, 
and has completed St. Paul in Orion, 
Immanuel in Chicago, and recently 
indexed Immanuel Lutheran in East 
Moline, where he himself was bap-
tized. He enjoys the atmosphere of 
the Swenson Center and the chal-
lenge of deciphering old Swedish 
handwriting. We are extremely 
thankful for Bob Seaholm's help and 
company twice a week in our Rea-
ding Room. 
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Some Thoughts on Citing Swedish Records 
- Why Should I??? 
BY ELISABETH THORSELL 
By now one hopes that it is no longer 
necessary to explain why it is im-
portant to cite one's sources? But, 
just in case, here are a few reasons. 
1. You do it for your own needs, you 
never know if you need to back-
track and see who else was listed 
on that page in the cl. survey. And 
that is much easier to do if you 
have made proper citations. 
2. You do it for the sake of the ones 
that continues your research. How 
are they to know if you had looked 
in this or that record, unless you 
have made notes of the sources? 
3. You do it for the people you wish 
to share your research with. 
During the years you read the 
records for Lommaryd, you pro-
bably will meet with others who 
have roots in the same parish, and 
it is much easier to compare 
results if you have the proper 
citations. 
We agree about this, 
don't we? 
So, how do you cite sources? You do 
it in such a way that it is possible for 
anyone to trace the document where 
you found that specific piece of 
evidence that showed that your Jo-
han was indeed the son of Nils in 
Lillegarden. 
There are two good books in Eng-
lish that shows the how and why of 
citing sources; see the end of this 
article for titles. 
Those books are very good but 
they do not mention some specific 
things about Swedish church records 
that are quite important. 
Swedish church records 
The Swedish archives have organ-
ized the church records in the same 
way since they started to care for 
them in the late 1800s. Each parish 
archive was supposed to keep the 
same kind of records as every other 
parish in the country. 
The main categories were clerical 
surveys or household examination 
records (husforhorsldngder), removal 
books (flyttningsldngder), birth and 
baptism records (fodelse-och dop-
bocker), banns and marriage records 
(lysnings- och vigselbocker), and 
death and burial records (dad- och 
begravningsbocker ). 
Each cathegory of books were gi-
ven a code letter (Swedish: signum) 
and then a volume figure. 
These letters are: 
AI = clerical surveys 
B = removal records 
C = birth and baptism records 
E = banns and marriage records 
F = death and burial records 
Book Lommaryd AI:2 thus is the 
second volume of the clerical surveys 
for Lommaryd. When you have found 
that your ancestors lived at Degla 
farm, on page 234 in LommarydAI:2, 
you can cite the source for that family 
as "Lommaryd AI:2, p.234," or just 
"Lommaryd AI:2:234." 
But that is mostly convenient 
when you are at the Vadstena ar-
chives, where they have the original 
records. 
If you are using the microfilms of 
the Family History Library, you 
should add FHL Film 135601. So 
then the citation says "Lommaryd 
Al:2:234, FHL Film 135601." 
Those Swedish code letters, men-
tioned above, appear on the first page 
of every microfilmed volume, and on 
the same page you can see what 
years the volume covers. It might be 
a good idea to add those years to your 
citation. So now it has become a little 
longer again: 
"Lommaryd AI:2:234, FHL Film 
135601, 1789-1791." 
The good thing about adding the 
years for the volume is that when the 
archive that has the original books 
for some reason changes the volume 
number, you still know what years 
you are looking for. 
If you are going to work in Swe-
dish archives, you will have no help 
of the FHL film numbers, as they are 
virtually unknown in Sweden. 
If you receive what looks like a 
well documented genealogy from 
cousin Stina in Sweden, you might 
see that she references to SVAR 
numbers. Those numbers are found 
on the microfiche, and can look like 
this: "Hedemora AI:16d; 12420, 2/5" 
which means Hedemora clerical sur-
vey 16; d is the 4th volume for the 
same time period, 12420 is the SV AR 
number which identifies parish and 
volume in their catalog. 2/5 means 
that the info was found on the 2nd 
microfiche of volume 16b. 
The main thing is to remember to 
make a citation so you can easily find 
your way back to a document you 
looked at several years ago, and that 
other people also can find it. 
Many of the modern computer 
programs have good facilities for 
citations, but if they do not fit your 
requirements, you can always write 
a text note. 
More reading: 
Lackey, Richard S., Cite Your Sources. 
A Manual for Documenting Family 
Histories and Genealogical Re-
cords. University Press of Missis-
sippi. 1980. ISBN 0-87805-286-0. 
Mills, Elizabeth Shown, Evidence! 
Citation and Analysis for the Fa-
mily Historian. Genealogical Pub-
lishing Company, Baltimore.1997. 
ISBN 0-8063-1543-1. 
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The Old Picture 
On this page we intend to publish old pictures, sent in by our SAG readers. If you have a picture you want to see on 
this page, either send a digital copy, scanned in no less than 300 dpi and saved as a jpg or tif file, or send a good 
paper copy to the editor at the address shown on the inside cover. Do not send any originals, as we can not accept 
the responsibility for them. Neither can we promise to publish all pictures. 
About this picture P Robert Willey 
of Bloomington, Ill., writes: 
"Stored in a box of my mother's 
memorabilia was an old unlabeled 
photograph of "family" from Hoga-
nas, Sweden. My brothers and I did 
not know who they were. I recently 
contacted a relative who lives in Ho-
ganas to see if he could recognize 
them. 
"To my surprise he had a copy of 
the same photograph and sent me an 
e-mail identifying all the individu-
als. The woman is Paulina (Svens-
son) Karlsson, a sister to my mater-
nal grandfather (morfar); her hus-
band August Karlsson and their six 
children. Shown in the picture is 
David, one of the children, who is the 
father of the relative I contacted. Also 
in the photograph were Philip and 
Bertil whom I knew as a child in 
Worcester, Mass. This picture was 
taken shortly before Philip and Ber-
til immigrated to this country in 
1910. They lived with my grand-
parents." 
P. Robert Willey can be reached at 
<bawille@ilstu.edu>. 
Front row: Sigrid Paulina (b. 1863 in Hoganas, as are all the children), Da-
vid (b. 1905), Gurli Elisabet (b. 1898), Ake (b. 1902), and August (b. 1865 in 
Vaxtorp, Hall.). Back row: Hugo Martin (b.1895), John Philip (b. 1890), and 
Kurt Bertil (b. 1893). 
House of Emigrants in Goteborg now open! 
The House of Emigrants in 
Goteborg opened officially 
on Aug.26, 2004, after a 
struggle of more than 20 
years to get funding. It is 
based in the old Customs 
House (Tullhuset), which 
all the emigrants had to 
pass through. 
They have a research 
room with CDs and Inter-
net databases and a small 
the exhibition about Sill-
gatan, the main street 
down to the harbor. 
The institution is open 
weekdays 10 a .m. to 4 p.m., 
and Wednesdays also 5 
p.m. to 7 p.m. 
Mailing address: House 
of Emigrants, Packhus-
platsen 7, S-411 13 Gote-
borg, Sweden. 
The web site is still un-
library. At the moment the der construction and thee-
most interesting item is mail address also. 
To the right in this picture is the Tullhuset (Customs House), 
where the new House of Emigrants is based. 
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Bits & Pieces 
More Census Names at 
Ancestry.com 
The Ancestry Daily News of Septem-
ber 22 announced that the 1900 Cen-
sus now has indexed all names and 
linked them to images of the actual 
census page. This is an on-going 
project and so far the index exists for 
the states of Arizona, Colorado, Con-
necticut, the District of Columbia, 
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, 
and Ohio. 
Ancestry.com is a subscription ser-
vice, so these indexes are not free . 
John Norton of Moline 
receives prize 
The Swedish Bishop Hill Society (see 
SAG 2/04) celebrated its 20th anni-
versary in June 2004. In conjunction 
with the festivities, John Norton of 
Moline, Ill. , received the 2004 Olav 
Isaksson prize from the hands of Mrs. 
Britt I saksson. Mr. Norton was 
chosen because of his long and en-
thusiastic s truggle to preserve 
Bishop Hill, all in the spirit of the 
late Olov Isaksson. 
Nordic Family Research 
Center in Chicago 
In late June the Swedish American 
Museum Center in Chicago opened 
their Nordic Family Research Cen-
ter. The project leader Marily nn 
Jeglum writes "We have three mi-
crofiche readers and one microfiche 
reader-printer; two computers (very 
old ones), but are expecting to receive 
more up-to-date computers soon. We 
have Genline, and already have 
subscriptions to Ancestry.com and 
Genealogy L ibrary (Family Tree 
Maker's online searchers); We have 
the Mormons' Genealogy Index, the 
Swedish Emigration CD's from 2001 
or 2; microfiche for several parishes; 
many, many FTM's World Family 
Tree CD's; about a dozen grona kar-
tan and plan to purchase more ( they 
are so helpful for the American 
Swedes); Passenger Immigration, 
Census, Canadian, and other CD's. 
Our library really has some valuable 
resources." 
Check the Museum's web site for 
more info at 
http://www.samac.org/indexl.html 
Thord Bylund retired 
The eminent archivist Thord Bylund 
retired from his duties at the Pro-
vincial Archives (Landsarkivet ) in 
Harnosand at the end of October. He 
will be greatly missed by the Norr-
land researchers, but it is hoped that 
he will use some of his time to 
continue his research into the bio-
graphical problems of northern Swe-
den. He was honored by the Lands-
arkivet with a special seminar on 
Norrland matters in the middle of 
October. 
Viirmliinningar in Moline 
The Moline Swedish Friendship A s-
sociation offers a scholarship of $500 
for studies in the cultural exchange 
between Varmland and the Moline 
area. The recipient will publish his/ 
her study in the The Dispatch, The 
Bridge, and other suitable publica-
tions. The result is also supposed to 
be presented in a lecture to the pu-
blic in both Moline and Karlstad. 
Contact David Gustafson, 1414 
25th Street, Moline, IL 61265, or e-
mail: <drgustaf@mchsi.com> 
(The Bridge 02/2004) 
Interesting Web Sites 
(All links have been tried in September 2004 and should work) 
Partial index to the 1901 Canadian Census: 
http://automatedgenealogy.com/census/NationalSummary.jsp 
Hans Hogman's pages about the Allotment System: 
http://www.algonet.se/-hogman/slsoldat_eng.htm 
A small multi-language genealogical glossary: http://home.online.no/-cfscheel/gg-index.htm 
Soldiers from Missouri during WWI (service records): http://www.sos.mo.gov/wwl/Default.asp 
Members of the Swedish Church in Jamestown, NY: 
http://www.rootsweb.com/-nychauta/CHURCH/SWEDISH.HTM 
The San Francisco Call database 1869-1891: http://feefhs.org/fdb2/sfcalli .html 
The Swedes in Knox County, Illinois: 
http://www.iltrails.org/knox/Immigrant s/Immigrants.html 
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A Handwriting Example 
This is the first part of the probate 
for Nils Carlsson ofStjelkhammar in 
Ukna parish in Kalmar Zan, who died 
in 1879. 
This kind ofrecord is more difficult 
to read than the church records as 
the wording can be much more 
varied than in the Birth records, for 
instance. 
However, in a probate you can 
expect to find the name of the per-
son, who died, and then the names 
of the heirs and most often also 
where they lived.If they are under 
age, the guardian will also be mentio-
ned. 
A transcription and translation is 
found on page 26. 
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Great-Grandpa Was a Soldier 
- How can I find out more? 
BY ELISABETH THORSELL 
From the late 1600s until 1901, 
Sweden had its very own system of 
recruiting soldiers. In Swedish it is 
called lndelningsverket, which has 
been translated as "The Allotment 
System." In short it meant that a 
group of farms (a rote) hired a young 
man to be the soldier for them. His 
salary was the use of a cottage and 
some farming land, some foodstuffs 
in kind and a small sum of money. 
Maybe he could also borrow a horse 
or a pair of oxen when he needed to. 
The rote farmers took care of the 
farming when the soldier had to go 
to war. If he died, his family had to 
move elsewhere, as the new soldier 
for the rote needed the cottage. 
During the centuries it is esti-
mated that almost 500,000 men were 
soldiers for the various rotar, which 
means that most families have one 




The Swedish army and navy kept 
detailed records about their soldiers 
and boatsmen, but how can you ac-
cess them? 
First a little about the most com-
mon types of records . The basic 
record is the Generalmonsterrulla 
[General Muster Roll, GMR], which 
was rewritten every three years in 
peacetime. In the GMR you can find 
information on when the soldier was 
enrolled and when he was dis-
charged, his height, marital status, 
age, and from where he came. During 
the later 1800s his previous name1 
is listed and also his exact birth date 
and parish of birth. During earlier 
times one only gets to know that he 
was anostgote orsmalanning2, which 
is not much help when you try to 
trace him. His patronymic is probab-
ly missing, but genealogy is not 
supposed to be easy, or it would not 
be a sport. 
Other than the G MR there are 
many other kinds of rolls, kept on the 
company level, like brodrullor (bread 
rolls), sjukrullor (sick rolls), and 
straffrullor (penal rolls). There are 
also orderbocker (command books) 
and husesynsprotokoll (inspection 
minutes) from soldiers' cottages. All 
the original records are kept in the 
Krigsarkiuet (War Archives) in Stock-
holm. 
The GMRs and lots of other mili-
tary records are microfilmed, and can 
be bought on microfiche from SVAR3 
in Sweden. The Family History Li-
brary [FHL] in Salt Lake City has 
most of the records too. 
Finding great-grandpa? 
From earlier research you know that 
great-grandfather was named Sven 
Ring and that he lived in Ringarum 
parish in bstergotland. You also 
know that he served for the Andra 
Liugrenadjarregementet [2nd Regi-
ment of Life Grenadiers] . 
Help from the Mormons 
In the FHL catalog you go to, for 
instance, the "Place search" and 
enter "Ostergotland", and then go 
down the page to "Military records" 
and Bingo! there you have the GMR 
for the Andra Livgrenadjarrege-
mentet. 
A normal regiment in the old days 
consisted of 1,200 men, divided into 
8 companies, so do you have to read 
through all 1,200 individuals? No, 
the companies were made up by 
soldiers from the same area, a ha-
rad [legal district] or two, and the 
name of the company often pointed 
to that area. But that still leaves 150 
men to look through. Is there no ex-
tra help in finding great-grandpa? 
What is Grill? 
Yes, there is a most useful book called 
Statistiskt sammandrag af svenska 
indelningsverket [Statistical Digest 
of the Swedish Army System] by 
Claes Grill, first published in 1855-
1858 in four volumes. This work, 
usually just called Grill, was thus 
printed while the system was not 
much changed from the way it was 





F ACSJMH£U1'GA VA M£1> HECISTER 1978 
UTGIVEN AV LANOSA RKIVET I C•TEDQHC 
OCtlFfiRF..Nl NGt-:N CENEAUIGlSK UNGDO'tf 
Grill has been reprinted in two 
volumes during the 1970s, and again 
in the 1980s. When you want to use 
Grill, be sure to get hold of one of the 
reprints, as they contain a most 
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useful parish index which is lacking 
in the original. 
The FHL catalog has the following 
call number for the reprint: 
948.5 M27g v. 2, but it is not avail-
able on microfilm. They do have the 
original on microfilm: FHL Film 
84652, but then you miss the parish 
index. 
How to use Grill 
Rimbo (B) I: 108; II: 15; 
III: 25; IV: 44 
Now, your ancestor was the soldier 
Sven Ring from Ringarum in Oster-
gotland. This is what you do: 
r7I Ringorum (E) I: 157; III: 36; 
"'I IV: 47 
/ Rinkoby (L) I: 21 7; II : 193 Step 1 
Find Ringarum in the parish index 
in the front of the first Grill volume. 
Rinkoby (T) I: 126; II: 72; 
IV: 17 
Rinne (E) I: 162; II: 60; 
IV: 15 
Ripso (D) II : 41; IV : 11 
Ringarum (E)4 has three references, and you start by looking up page 157 in 
the first volume. 
Step 2 
HAratl. Soeken. Jln llil tl1All ll'. -.8 tn111111nr oel• CoH1panl-11nu11ne 1•. 
Oslkind J o11sf1t>rJ;J kapell lsniis Ai L C& sAker '!. Hl'o.wik ~l. . . , 
lfifr{J(h/iammnr Li.in ii 4. Sii.neby 6. Stirhvlu,llu i. l,untlbv ts. ll~·liu oe 0, 10. Q"a,..rebo 1'1·ytsgH r1l1; 0 :.. • • • 3-1------6 - --!- -- -·- --, (j, thtxby Vf'c k,:li!lrt I l. Tunn 12 . JiimjO 131 14 . Bj U1'1,ek i 11d lfoddby flagc hy 15. / = = = = = =1 =111 
1/ummar-
lt. i nd 
fio111mg111ntl Gl'iund1y 16. , , 
1'dby Stens,•11 17 . Fyrby 18. Alm;.it o. HI. Alm•) 20. 
Blinnrs1n 22 . 
t~~~:,~:rr1.,'~~. : ,, 0. Ny 




lt ingarum Go s um 2.lJ. Friiernm 30. Fi1 .s tcbo 3 1. • · · · • · · 3 - - - - - - -





Biirr1tm (S:l P,1r) No r rnrn 32. B111·1·u!!1 33 . • ,,· 'l - -·1- - - - -Moga/a X.skog 31. SVr by 35. Osby :rn1 37. ,\ s1:u 38. • il ~lmby ;.) 031) : ~ liullt:1•i;J.a 40. , , , , • . . . . . , - - - - - - -
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Here you find first the name of the hdrad (legal district), Hammarkind, 
then the parish, and within the parish the names of three rotar, and you 
recognise that Sven Ring lived at Fastebo, and thus had number 31. 
The next question is which company did he serve in? Follow the Ringa-
rum line to the right, until you come to the number of soldiers for the parish. 
then follow that column upwards until you reach the company names. Sven 
Ring was soldier #31 of the Lif-Companiet (Life Company), which incidentally 
was commanded by the colonel himself. 
A soldier's cottage in Mark hiirad, 
Viistergotland (From Indelningsverkets 
soldater i Orby socken 1681-1901[1991}) 
Run tuno (D) I : 120; II: 41; 
III: 34; IV: 11 
Rute (I) III: 45; IV: 48 
Ryo (L) I: 198 ; II: 195; IV: 35 
Ryd (R) I: 141; II: 105; IV: 23 
Ryd Vostro se Vo stro Ryd 
Ryd Ostro se Ostro Ryd 
Rydo (R) I: 141; II: 106; IV: 25 
A Life Grenadier in his uniform, model 
1815. 
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Step 3 
The first part of the information for each regiment has a very short history 
of it, where you can find name changes, and changes from cavalry to infantry, 
etc. In short the following picture tells the story of the Andra Liv-
grenadjdrregementet. The regiment started as the Ostgota Kavallerirege-
mente [f.d. means fore detta (previous)] Cavalry. In 1770 they changed the 
name to Cuirassiers, and in 1791 the regiment was de-horsed, no more use 
for so many cavalry soldiers, and united with the Forsta Livgrenad-
jdrregementet, the former bstgi:ita Infantry Regiment. The regiment, as a 
former cavalry regiment, only numbered 1,000 men, from bstergi:itland and 
Kalmar Zan. 
F. D. OSTGOTA KAVALLERI·REGEMENTE, 
fran 1770 Cu irassiercr, af'sall 179 1, och lorii11dradcs Lil l lnfanlcri, mot haslvakaJJ S•afgifts cr!Uggande 
af de ruslandc - l'orst p~ 50 il r, och el'tcr dmna Lids fiirlop p ytlcrli gare pa 5 och sist pfl 25 ilr eller 
ti lls ilr 1871 - var friln 179 I lli renadt, under ell gcmcnsam Chef, med Ostgiila Infanlcri, och kallades 
Lif-Gre11adicr-ltegc111entets lt11st.h ill ls-llivisio11 , hva rcflcr denna orga nisation il r 1816, sam tidigt med 
Brigadindel ningens infiirandc, upphorde, och <l ei.la llegemenle blel' kalladt 
ANDRA LIF·GRENADIER·REGEMENTET. 
Del iir indell pa 1000 nummer i Os tergiitla nd orh en de/ al' Smiiland (Li nkopings ucli Ca /ma re liin), har 
N:o 5 vid J11/;111lcriel, riiknas Ii/I lion ungcns Lif- och Hustl'llppcr saml till .2:a MiliWr-distriklel, och 1ir 
imleladl llli 8 Compa11icr, so n, I'tirul. 
Step 4 
Since you now have your Sven Ring 
as soldier #31 of the Lif-Companiet 
of the Second Regiment of Life 
Grenadiers (Andra Livgrenadjdr-
regementet) you can find the GMR 
and follow him through his service. 
When you do this , it is wise to 
check a Swedish history5 and find out 
which years Sweden was at war, as 
the rolls often are missing during 
wartime, and you may not find him 
when you expect to. Instead there is 
a new soldier, and sometimes there 
is a note that he succeeded Sven 
Ring, and sometimes not. The easiest 
way to find out when Sven Ring died 
is to check the probate index for the 
hiirad (legal district) where he lived. 
If you do not find the notes about 
your Sven under #31 in the GMR, 
look around under neighboring num-
bers, as those could have changed a 
little during the centuries. 
Other ways of finding 
soldiers 
There is a great interest in the sol-
diers in Sweden too.Several projects 
have been started to register all 
soldiers from a certain area. These 
projects are called Soldatregister and 
they work together to build a natio-
nal Soldatregister. A CD was publis-
hed a few years ago with the current 
material, and it has also been put on 
the Internet, but removed again, due 
to security reasons. Its is still hoped 
that the Soldatregister will be back 
on a more secure server. 
Questions about the soldatregister 




541 29 SKOVDE, SWEDEN. 
E-mail: <bjorn.lippold@p4.mil.se> 
Anbytarforum 
It is also possible to post a query on 
the Swedish siteAnbytarforum (The 
Ancestor Exchange), where dis-
cussions in English are welcome. The 
address is 
http://genealogi.aland.net/discus/ 
In the lefthand column there is a 
link to instructions in English on 
how to use the Anbytarforum. 
Endnotes 
1. When Per Andersson enlisted in 
the army, he was most often given 
a specific soldatnamn (soldier's 
name) by his officers. The name 
could be of many kinds, the object 
was to give the man a name that 
was unique for him, so he was not 
confused with 20 other Anders-
sons. 
Lieutenant Gottfrid L indbiick, ca 
1865. 
2. The origin given as smaliinning 
means that the man was born in 
the province of Smaland. In the 
same way an ostgote was born in 
bstergi:itland or a dalkarl in the 
province of Dalarna. 
3. SVAR is a branch of the Swedish 
Riksarkivet (National Archives) 
and they produce microfiche and 
sell them to the public. The Swen-
son Swedish Immigration Re-
search Center is its American 
agent. The SVAR web site can be 
found at 
http://www.svar.ra.se/ . Unfor-
tunately it is only in Swedish. 
4. The letters that follows the parish 
names in this picture [Ringarum 
(E)] are the liinsbokstdver, code 
letters for the various Zan in Swe-
den. See SAG's back cover for a 
map of the Zan. 
5. Two good books about the history 
of Sweden are: 
Scott, Franklin D.: Sweden - The 
Nation's History. 
Nordstrom, Byron J.: The history of 
Sweden. 
A link to a good web site on The 
Allotment System is found on the 
Web Site Page, page 14. 
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From Sweden to Iowa: 
The Lawson Family 
BY MARILYN BODE 
The Family Church 
Letter 
The following is a translation from 
Swedish of a church letter of trans-
fer, mostly a word for word trans-
lation. The letter is from the church 
pastor in Sweden. The translation is 
by Rev. Ole Olson, minister at the 
Methodist Church in Dexter, Iowa, 
around 1950. 
"From Sweden and also from Hal-
land liin, Hi:iks county (hiirad), 
Veinge parish, moving to North 
America the following household: 
Former farm owner Pehr Larrson of 
this place and of the parents Lars 
Bengtsson andElnaHansdotter, born 
the 8th and baptized the 15th of May, 
1815, and his wife Elna Nilsdotter in 
Ti:innersji:i parish, and of the parents 
Nils Andersson and Pernilla Anders-
dotte r, born the 6th of June and 
baptized the 4th of July, 1813, and 
bringing with them eight children. 
"The daughters, Pernilla, born the 
25th and baptized the 30th of June, 
1839. Beate, born the 4th and bap-
tized the 8th of March, 1842. Chris-
tina, born the 7th and baptized the 
11th of September, 1844. 
"And also the sons Lars , born the 
11th and baptized the 21st of Feb-
ruary, 184 7. Nils born the 6th and 
baptized the 17th of June, 1849. 
Hans born the 9th and baptized the 
17th of January, 1851. Anders, born 
the 23rd and baptized the 29th of 
May, 1853. And Jacob, born the 20th 
and baptized the 31st of December, 
1855, all within Weinge parish. [One 
line out, but seemingly it has to do 
with the ability to read and about 
Bible knowledge]. 
"Pernilla can read and has toler-
able Bible knowledge, Beate and 
Christina with help can read and can 
Per Larsson a.k.a Peter Lawson. 
recite from memory from the Cate-
chism. Parents have forgotten. Old-
est daughter has retained what she 
learned and only with her and her 
father is found tolerable good con-
ception of Christianity. Of the child-
ren, only the oldest daughter Pernilla 
is to the Lord's Holy Communion 
permitted and she together with the 
parents were of this partakers on the 
day of Ascension on the first of the 
present month. All members of the 
household possess good character 
and the oldest daughter is for mar-
riage free (marriageable). With the 
exception of the youngest son, the 
parents and all children are vaccin-
ated. 
"The Lord being through life their 
leader, their comfort (consolation) 
and help, and having over them his 
sheltering hand. 
"Veinge rectory the 8th of May, 
1856 [Name undecipherable] , Pre-
bend Dignitary Dean." 
Elna Nilsdotter a.k.a Ellen Lawson. 
The First 25 Years 
Pehr and Elna Larsson came to the 
United States in 1856 with their 8 
children, the youngest of whom, Ja-
cob, was less than a year old. He was 
my great-grandfather. In the United 
States, the family changed its name 
to Lawson and changed several of 
their first names as well: Pehr be-
came Peter; Elna became Ellen; Per-
nilla, Nellie; Beate became Beatrice; 
Lars, Lewis; Hans, Peter (called 
Pete); Nils, Nelson; and Anders, An-
drew. 
After taking up residence in Illi-
nois, Peter and Ellen had two more 
children,Emma andAlbert. The 1870 
census indicates that Emma was 11 
in 1870 and Albert was 8. In 1870, 
the family was living in Cedar 
township, Knox County, Illinois, just 
south of Galesburg. Peter was a far-
mer and his sons worked on the farm. 
The Atlas Map of Knox County, 1870, 
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shows the land as being in sections 
14 and 15 of Cedar township. 
Lewis went to war 
In 1864 while living in Illinois, Le-
wis, who would have been 17 at the 
time, served in the Civil War (for the 
Union). The address given on his 
papers is Abingdon, Illinois, a small 
town about 15 miles south of Gales-
burg. He listed his occupation as far-
mer. These papers also indicate that 
he was 5 feet 1 inch tall with blond 
hair and blue eyes. Lewis was part 
of the 137th Infantry Illinois volun-
teers which served 100 days during 
1864 beginning June 5 and muster-
ing out September 4, 1864. The 137th 
Infantry was stationed near Mem-
phis, Tennessee, where they were on 
picket duty on the Hernando road. 
He was later given a certificate sig-
ned by Abraham Lincoln thanking 
him for his service, dated December 
15, 1864. The original certificate 
remains in the family. 
[Editor's note: see his picture on the 
front cover.] 
The daughters 
Nellie was married to Jacob Nelson 
in August, 1859, by the Rev. T. N. 
Hasselquist. They had two children. 
Beatrice married Paul Tulin in Knox 
County (date unknown) and had one 
child. It is not known what happened 
to Christina as there is no record of 
her after the church letter in Sweden. 
Emma never married. 
Life in Iowa 
Twenty-five years later, in the 1880s, 
the Lawsons all moved to Iowa. They 
bought 700 acres ofland in Adair and 
Madison counties. Their main resi-
dence was in Harrison township 
south of Stuart. Nellie and Jacob 
Nelson and Beatrice and Paul Tulin 
also moved their families to Iowa. 
According to family lore, Albert left 
home and went west before 1900 and 
it is not known where he lived or 
when he died. 
The parents, Peter and Ellen, died 
only a few hours apart in December, 
1899. She died on Christmas Eve and 
he died on Christmas Day, unaware 
that Ellen had passed away a few 
hours earlier. Ellen was 87 and Pe-
ter 85 at the time of their deaths. 
They are buried in the cemetery in 
Stuart, Iowa. 
The married brothers 
Of the brothers, only Nelson and Ja-
cob married. Nelson married Clara 
Hoffman and had one son who died 
young. Jacob (always called Jake) 
Three Sisters: Nellie, Emma and Beatrice. 
Jake and Minne Lawson with sons Clyde 
(in back) and Robin. 
married Minnie Smith in 1888 and 
lived in Lincoln township south of 
Dexter. They had three children: Ja-
cob Clyde Lawson (born in 1890 and 
always called Clyde), Robin Lawson 
(born in 1891), and Darlene Lawson 
(born in 1905). Jake had Bright's 
disease, a kidney disease, and trav-
eled out west in 1909 looking for a 
cure from the hot springs in several 
states. There are a series of postcards 
that Jake sent to Minnie during this 
time indicating where he was seek-
ing relief from the pain ofhis disease. 
Minnie had heart trouble and her 
sister, Elizabeth Smith, took care of 
her and Darlene. Jake and Minnie 
moved off the farm to a house next 
to Elizabeth's in Stuart. Minnie died 
in 1910 at age 43 when Darlene, the 
youngest child, was about 5 years old, 
and Jake died 10 weeks later in 1911 
of kidney disease at age 55. Minnie's 
sister, Elizabeth, raised Darlene 
after her parents' deaths. Neither 
Robin nor Darlene married. 
The bachelor farmers 
The three bachelor brothers, Lewis, 
Andrew, and Pete, farmed with their 
parents until the deaths of Peter and 
Ellen and then continued farming 
together living with their sister 
Emma until their deaths. Andrew 
was known for his fine horses and 
fancy buggies and he served as 
Director of the Lincoln Mutual Tele-
phone Company in 1902. He had 
several glass eyes because he had 
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lost an eye while farming. 
Each brother specialized in some 
aspect of the farming operation: An-
drew planted the corn and was 
known for laying out perfectly 
straight rows. Pete raised the cattle 
and Lewis was the hog farmer. They 
also sold seed corn. In his old age, 
Lewis liked to work with wood and 
made wooden puzzles. Lewis was an 
active member of the GAR [Grand 
Army of the Republic] for many years 
and was commissioned by the com-
mander-in-chiefofGrandArmy as an 
aide-de-camp in 1936. Emma kept 
house for her three brothers. They 
built a rather grand farm house on 
one of the farms south of Stuart but 
would not spend the money to paint 
the walls or hang curtains. Although 
they spoke English and were good 
businessmen, they sometimes chose 
to speak Swedish to each other, 
probably to keep others out of the 
conversation. Their nieces and neph-
ews remember them as taciturn, 
somewhat humorless old people, who 
did not offer information about their 
lives as immigrants. Pictures of them 
in their younger days indicate that 
they were dapper young men, very 
well dressed. Pictures of the young 
Emma show an vibrant, stylish 
young woman. They lived long lives: 
Peter died in 1936 at age 85; both 
Andrew, at age 87, and Lewis, at age 
93, died in 1940; and Emma, at age 
88, died in 194 7. All four are buried 
in Stuart. 
The heirs to the Lawson farms 
were the children of Clyde Lawson. 
He married Sarah May Wilder in 
1920 and they had seven children: 
Esther, Robert, Sylvia, Fred, Gene, 
Roy, and Ruth. Three of the farms 
still survive as century farms - farms 
bought and farmed by the Lawson 
family for more than 100 years. My 
father is Robert and he and my mot-
her still live on one of the farms. 
Our trip to Sweden 
In 2000, my parents, my cousin, my 
husband and I traveled to Sweden 
to see where our ancestors had lived. 
From the church letter, we knew 
where to find the churches that Pehr 
Lewis Lawson in front of the family house south of Stuart, Iowa, circa 1939. 
and Elna had attended. I made 
reservations for us to stay in a bed 
and breakfast called Alslofs Gard on 
a farm near Veinge. Ingrid and Carl-
Viktor Olsson were our hosts and are 
wonderfully friendly people. 
When Ingrid learned that I was 
interested in the history ofmy family, 
she showed me a 3-ring binder with 
the church records of the Veinge 
parish - all typed. In those records, I 
was able to trace Per Larsson's 
family back for several generations, 
starting with the information in the 
church letter. 
We attended a church service at 
Tonnersjo, Elna's family's church. 
Although the service was in Swedish 
and we do not speak Swedish, I could 
sometimes follow the service because 
of the cadence of some of the ele-
ments of the liturgy. For example, 
there is a cadence to the Lord's 
prayer that is recognizable, as is the 
Apostle's Creed. We loved seeing the 
inside of the church and marveled at 
how old it is. The churchgoers there 
were very friendly to us. 
We also visited the Veinge church 
and walked the graveyards at both 
churches. We know ofno relatives in 
Sweden. The church records indi-
cated that the Larsson family lived 
in Skogsgard before coming to Amer-
ica. Our Bed and Breakfast host told 
us how to get there, it was only a 
short distance away, and we went 
there to see the land that Pehr and 
Elna had farmed before coming to 
Iowa. There are two large stone 
barns at Alslofs Gard, one was built 
in 1837. I like to imagine that Pehr 
helped to build that barn when he 
lived in that neighborhood. 
Although there are a few mys-
teries left unsolved with the Lawson 
family-what happened to Christina 
and Albert, for example - we know 
much about the fate of the Larsson/ 
Lawson family that left Sweden in 
1856. The primary source of informa-
tion has been the church letter and 
some information passed down 
through the family regarding the 
name changes and approximately 
where the Lawson family had lived 
in Illinois before coming to Iowa. 
Because the Swedish bachelor farm-
ers and their sister Emma lived such 
long lives, their great-nephews and 
great-nieces had access to them 
when they were willing to give out 
any information. Several pictures 
still exist of the original immigrants 
and their families. 
Marilyn Bode lives in Perry, Iowa. 
Her e-mail is 
<wesbode@yahoo.com> 
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A new CD: 
The Population of Sweden in 1980 
Sveuges befolkmng 1980. sok 
PC Windows 98 or later. 
64 Mb RAM. 16 bit color. 
? X 
A few years ago a CD was published 
by Sveriges Slaktforskarforbund (Fe-
deration of Swedish Genealogical 
Societies) called Sveriges befolkning 
1970 (Population of Sweden in 1970), 
based on the first preserved coun-
tywide tax indexes in digital form. 
This CD has been of enormous help 
to many genealogists, tracing living 
relatives, and also, for instance, law-
yers tracing heirs, cemetery offices 
tracing owners of grave lots, and 
many others. 
The Search window. 
Fill in the fields that 
you know, and then click 
on the SOK-button. 
To be able to search 
spelling variations, click 
on the List-search but-
ton, chose one spelling 
after another and right 
click on them, so they 
get a little red tick-
mark. When you are 
done, click on the traffic 
light in the lower left 
corner and you will be 
back in the Search win-
dow. 
FOrnamn I N~ t/nlgra "'""1,~~.~ r Endast i denna ordning 
Now the Slaktforskarforbundet has 
published another similar CD with 
more recent information. The new 
Sveriges befolkning 1980 contains 
information on almost 8.3 million 
individuals residing in Sweden in 
November 1980. Due to a missing 
computer file, the information for Go-
teborg och Bohus Zan concerns either 
1979 or 1981. 
In the database you find the 
following information: 
• Given name (all of them) 
• Surname 
• Street address 
• Postal address 
• Date of birth 
• Parish of birth 
• Parish of residence 
• Land title (fastighetsbeteckning) 
All these various pieces of informa-
tion are searchable in any com-
bination. 
There are no family relationships 
mentioned, nor anyone's marital sta-
tus. However, if you have a person 
with an unusual surname and click 
on the button "samma address" or 
"samma fastighet", you can often find 
a family. 
The CD is sold by the Sveriges 
Slaktforskarforbund, and you can e-
mail them at <info@genealogi.se> 
and ask for the current price, depen-
ding on the value of the dollar. 
194 5 
Fodel:eotf (no,.mati; ,:md) 
Boendf!ort 
The [samma adress] result 
window. Here you can also 
scroll up and down and get 
the information on all 
members of the family. 
New search. To do a new 
search you always have to 
start all over again, there 
is no back-button. 
To print-out. Use the 
[skriv ut] button in the 
lower left-hand corner and 
practise a little with the 
various possibilities. 
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? The result window. In 
the left half you see the 
possibles that the pro-
gram has found. You can 
scroll up and down, and 
check the information in 
the right half, until you 
find your cousin. 
Next, if you want to find 
this person's family, click 
on [samma adress] or 
[samma fastighet]. 
? 
Nrt 'll ,g$1 
n]&I UttKO!'!NO 
To exit. Just click on 
the [klar] button. 
Johansson, Kjellberg, Lindelius, Leijonhuvud, 
and Rask: 
Names in Sweden Throughout History 
BY KERSTIN JONMYREN 
Quite often I get questions from my 
research clients about Swedish name 
changes. They are confused because 
they don't understand why and how 
our names were passed down. 
To identify people by their father's 
name is not a new idea. There are 
examples already in the Bible: Jacob, 
son of Zebedee, and Jacob, son of 
Alpheus. 
At the end of the Viking era, a 
large number of rune stones were 
raised in Sweden; several reasons for 
this have been offered: one of the 
better suggestions is that the stones 
became a fashion among the more 
powerful farmers to memorialize 
their families; another that they 
denote a deed to the land area. There 
people are sometimes named as son 
or daughter of someone. One ex-
ample is Ojul, Erik's son, named on 
the famous Sparlosa stone. 
After the Viking age, this usage 
solidified; Erik's son became Eriks-
son, Jacob's daughter became Jacobs-
dotter. This naming model is usually 
called patronymics and was in 
practice in all of the Nordic countries. 
One was given a name at baptism 
and later was identified also by his 
or her patronymic, mostly in formal 
and written contexts. This complete-
ly logical naming system lived on 
unchanged all the way into the 1900s 
in many places in our country. In 
principle, patronymics applied to all 
people, poor or rich. Our 16th century 
king, known in our time as Gustaf 
Vasa, was not called that in his time. 
He signed his documents in various 
with only Gustaff or with Gustaff 
Eriksson, because his father was the 
nobleman Erik Johansson. He came 
to be called Vasa during later cen-
turies, long after his death, because 
his family had a picture of a vase , a 
sheaf, on their coat of arms. 
Foreign influences 
The Scandinavian countries did not 
live in isolation. We had active ties 
with countries on the continent, 
particularly Germany, where an-
other naming practice, family names, 
was used, the same system as in 
ancient Rome, where children in-
herited the family name. 
Germans, like the British, often 
had names that described occu-
pations: Muller, Meyer, and Schu-
macher, and Miller, Cooper, and 
Mason. 
Old habits change 
Sometime in the mid-1800s, when 
Swedish society was changing, our 
old naming habits began to change 
too. Adopting family names had 
begun earlier; city-dwellers and 
skilled workers had begun doing so 
in the early 1700s, and from the 
middle of the 1800s this custom 
became common even in the country-
side. 
The names followed a certain 
pattern. Some chose nature words 
like lind (linden tree), berg (moun-
tain), gren (branch), sjo (lake), and 
holm (island), and put them together 
to their liking, such as Berggren, 
Lindberg, Holmsjo, etc. There were 
also other patterns to follow: Oster-
gren, Soderlund, Paulin, Berglin, 
Holmer, Linder, etc. It was rare that 
farmers took family names. They 
were described by the people in their 
villages using the names of their 
farm. It was Sven i Viistergarden or 
Anna i Hultet. On the other hand, for 
a craftsman it could be useful to be 
known by his own family name. The 
same would apply for city-dwellers, 
where there were no places to help 
describe someone during a time 
when cities were undergoing rapid 
growth. 
Different names in the 
same family 
It was not unusual that one changed 
family names between generations 
or that siblings took different family 
names. I know of a case from the lat-
ter half of the 1800s where the 
father's name was Olof Cedergren. 
One son was called Olofsson, one 
daughter Olofsdotter, one son Ceder-
gren, and one son Hoglander. 
To begin with, many people with 
new family names were written in 
the church records with both the 
patronymic and surname; Sven Jo-
hansson Nordin or Erik Svensson 
Hoglund, but soon they became just 
Sven Nordin or Erik Hoglund. The 
family name was inherited as a rule 
by the children. 
Women's names 
The wife of the family was written 
with her own surname; either a 
patronymic or a family name from 
her father. Well into the 1900s the 
women began to be written with 
their husbands' surnames, some-
times with the addition of 'nee-
something,' such as "Elisabeth Carls-
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son, nee von Malmborg." This might 
have indicated that she felt that her 
birth family was of a higher social 
standing than her husband's. 
The patronymic form -dotter dis-
appeared during the later part of the 
1800s and was changed into -son. The 
pastors wrote Larsson for Larsdotter 
or Andersson for Andersdotter. In 
research in the second half of the 
1800s one can never guess which 
surname a child, such as an emi-
grant, would take, and one must find 
that out in each case. Maria, daugh-
ter of Lars Svensson, could call her-
self Larsson or Svensson or perhaps 
even Larsdotter. All this shows that 
the very old naming system in the 
Nordic countries was completely dis-
solving by the end of the 1800s. 
The 1900s 
Because of social changes, ordinary 
people, beginning in the cities, began 
to be titled as Mr., Mrs., and Miss. 
These titles had earlier been only for 
the nobility and were used with first 
names: Mrs. Ebba, Mr. Peder, and 
Miss Elin. But around the turn of the 
20th century there arose the wholly 
illogical vocative forms Miss Petters-
son and Mrs. Gustafsson. First 
names were reserved for private use 
within the family, and surnames 
became the important ones. Busi-
nessmen and craftsmen wrote their 
names often with just first initials 
and surname, such as Editor E. A. 
Johansson. 
Titles in daily use 
Various titles, more or less fanciful, 
began to be used as a form of address, 
and it became difficult to know how 
to address people. Many chose to use 
circumlocutions because it became so 
awkward. An example would be that 
if a neighboring woman was married 
to a doctor, she would be known as 
doktorinnan, and if you spoke to her 
you would say "Can Mrs. Doctor 
Larsson please tell me the time?" 
As luck would have it, this time of 
strange titling did not last long. Now 
in Sweden we are back to first names 
as what people go by most and the 
last names are used in more formal 
contexts. The custom of the family 
name remains, as in the Johansson 
family or the Osterberg family, but 
upon marriage a Swedish couple to-
day can choose whether each will 
keep his or her own surname, or both 
will take the man's or woman's name, 
or they can even chose a totally new 
third name. If the parents each have 
different surnames, they can freely 
choose which of them the child shall 
have. But the next child, born of the 
same parents, is to have the same 
surname as the older sibling. 
An almost similar name trend has 
happened in all three of the Scandi-
navian countries. Iceland has still 
kept the logical naming system with 
-son and -dotter because foreign im-
migration has never been especially 
big there. 
The First Names 
Beginning in the early 1600s, foreign 
influences showed in that children 
could be given two or more first 
names, as opposed to the single 
names used before. This custom 
began in the upper classes but slowly 
became very common among coun-
try folk from the 1800s on. To give 
one's children several, often fanciful 
and romantic names was free and 
something even poor people were 
allowed. 
Earlier the number of Swedish 
first names was very limited and 
children often were named after 
their paternal or maternal grand-
parents. In every village there were 
perhaps no more than 6 or 7 male or 
female names. If we name Anders, 
Erik, Sven, Nils, Olaf, Johan, and Pe-
ter, or Anna, Maria, Lena, Catharina, 
Elisabeth, and Christina and their 
parallel forms, we have covered a 
large part of the 16th century's Swe-
dish population. This means that 
when doing research, one must be 
very precise when identifying people. 
From the 1800s when people to a 
large extent became literate, they 
gained access to stories from outside 
and with that suggestions of new and 
flowery names. Then came Amanda, 
Augusta, Wilhelmina, Selma, and 
Laura, as well as Erland, Anton, Ver-
ner, Oskar, and Valter, and many 
others. 
When a child was given two or 
more first names anyone of them 
could be used in daily speech, and 
unless you knew the person, you 
could not be certain ifhe was known 
as Per or Johan or Albert, if he was 
baptizedPerJohanAlbert. I can take 
an example of this tiresome system 
from my own family. My father and 
uncle, born 1898 and 1900, got four 
first names each. My father went by 
his second name, my uncle, his 
fourth. My mother was called by her 
second of three first names; I myself 
by the first of three. My sons all go 
by the second of three first names. 
Out-of-wedlock children 
There was a large group that was 
always in a jam during the old logical 
naming system: children born out of 
wedlock, those who had no official 
father. In most cases there is no 
father's name listed in the birth 
books for illegitimate children, but 
quite often they have received a 
patronymic as an adult. Evidently 
the pastors approved the name that 
the child in question stated as an 
adult and created a patronymic from 
it. In most cases the people in the 
parishes also knew who the fathers 
of these children were. 
Still there was a group of children 
who had no known father. They could 
sometimes have their mother's pat-
ronymic, or make up a new proper 
family name for themself. Some-
times, but rather unusual, is the 
usage of a metronymic, Karinsdotter 
or Stinasson. 
Soldiers' names 
The military officers did not approve 
of all the Johanssons and Anders-
sons, etc. They wanted to be able to 
separate the enlisted soldiers by 
names. Thus short and sometimes 
strange last names based on differ-
ent attributes were introduced, for 
instance: Stark, Modig, and Stolt 
(English: Strong, Brave, and Proud). 
Normally a certain last name was 
based on the place from where the 
soldier came. When a new soldier 
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enlisted and moved there, he nor-
mally inherited his predecessor's 
name. If the soldier left the service 
he often took a new name or kept his 
original one. Soldiers' children nor-
mally never adopted their fathers' 
military last names, until during the 
latter part of the 19th century, when 
the old name customs changed. 
Let us take an example: in one 
place the soldiers were called Stark. 
A young man called Erik Johansson 
enlisted. In the church record he 
became noted as the soldier Erik Jo-
hansson Stark. After a number of 
years he left the army. Then he was 
just Erik Johansson again or even 
Erik Hoglund, quite a new name. His 
children were called Anna Eriks-
dotter and Johan Eriksson. During 
the latter part of the 19th century 
they might have kept the surname 
Stark. 
The Pastors' Names 
Many, perhaps most, of our pastors 
throughout the centuries came from 
the farmer class, sons from slightly 
larger farms. They left home with 
ordinary names like Erik Persson, Jo-
han Nilsson, or Anders Andersson, 
but soon changed their names. A pas-
tor, a man of learning, needed a sur-
name and it was fitting to have a La-
tin name. They soon became Ericus 
Petri, Johannes Nicolai and Andreas 
Andreae. During the later 1600s they 
usually added a surname, based on 
their home. There were Angerman-
n us (from Angermanland), Hel-
singius (from Hiilsingland), Cruci-
montanus (from Korsberga) , Axtelius 
(from Axsta). These family names 
could be inherited and the daughters 
then went by the feminine form, like 
Angermannia and Helsingia. But if 
a pastor's son became a pastor he 
could just as well take over his 
father's surname as adopt a new one. 
On the other hand, if he became 
something else, such as a merchant, 
the latin pastor's name often felt 
wrong, and then he could adopt an-
other name that was more fitting, 
such as Kjellgren or Almkvist. 
Names in the cities 
During the latter half of the 1800s 
industrialization began in Sweden. 
Then people were sought at all of the 
newly-opened factories, and jobless 
people streamed in from the over-
populated countryside. This hap-
pened despite the living conditions 
being significantly worse in the cities 
than in the country: miserable and 
crowded dwellings, the water supply 
wretched, and sewer and waste re-
moval non-existent. 
This made for a shorter life span 
and greater death rate in the cities 
than in the country, but that was 
where the work was. In the cities 
there was a greater need to be able 
to tell people's names apart, and 
there one began to use family names 
far earlier than in the countryside, 
even if patronymics existed as well. 
Almost all well-to-do city people such 
as merchants and craftsmen adopt-
ed family names. These were mostly 
inherited by the children, names like 
Lundin, Paulin, Bergstrom, and 
Nordgren. Women kept their in-
herited family names. 
Nobility and Carl 
Linneaus 
The nobility initially began with the 
same naming practice as the com-
mon folk: first names plus patro-
nymics. Increasingly they began to 
be identified by their coats of arms 
to distinguish them. It could be 
Gumsehuvud, Sparre, and Bielke. 
After the House of Nobility (Rid-
darhuset) was founded in 1625 by 
Axel Oxenstierna, there was a rule 
that stipulated that every family 
should have a proper surname. It 
could be based on their coat of arms, 
but did not have to be. Many German 
and Baltic nobles came into Sweden; 
we got von Rosen, von Kohler, and von 
Essen. Ramsay and Hamilton came 
from Scotland and many other simi-
lar names from the outside. Many 
higher government offices were 
reserved for members of the nobility, 
and the sovereign king ennobled 
people to fill those offices, and also 
for many military deeds. Bishop's 
children were usually ennobled, as a 
token of gratitude for their father's 
services. Prominent scientists could 
also be ennobled. 
The world-renowned botanist Carl 
Linneaus is an example of the latter. 
His origin is an interesting example 
of movement from one social class to 
another, it is called standscirkulation 
(circulation between the estates, so-
cial classes). 
Linnaeus' paternal grandfather 
was a farmer in the 1600s in Vittaryd 
parish in Smaland and was named 
Ingemar Bengtsson. Because Ing-
emar had a farm of respectable size 
and was wealthy, his son Nils Inge-
marsson could go to Uppsala and 
study to become a pastor. There Nils 
adopted the latin name Linnaeus, 
which was, according to legend, 
inspired by a big linden (lind) tree 
on his father's farm. He then became 
Nicolaus lngemari Linnaeus and 
eventually pastor in Stenbrohult in 
Smaland, which is where his son 
Carl grew up. When he came to Upp-
sala to study he called himself Caro-
lus Nicolai Linnaeus. During diligent 
work he became famous even inter-
nationally for his research results, 
and in 1757 he was ennobled by king 
Adolf Fredrik. He became Carl von 
Linne, as French type names were 
modern then. From farmer to noble-
man in three generations! 
Carl von Linne's only son, Carl, 
died at age 42 and was unmarried, 
so the noble name von Linne did not 
survive. His sisters married nobles 
and their descendants had family 
names like Bergencrantz and Duse. 
Kerstin Jonmyren is a profes-
sional genealogist, living in 
Sweden. Her e-mail is 
<swedgenco@home.se> 
More reading: 
Wiken, Erik: Swedish Use of Patro-
nymics for Established Family 
Names. SAG 1981:4. 
Wiken, Erik: When did Swedish 
Patronymics Become Surnames. 
SAG 1982:1 
Aberg, Alf: Soldier's Surnames in 
Sweden. SAG 1984:3. 
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The Solution to the Handwriting Example 
Transcription 
Ar 1880 den 9 mars forrattades Bouppteckning efter Enko-
mannen Nils Carlsson i Stjelkhammar, Ukna socken[,] 
som afled den 16 December 1879 ock efterlemnade foljande 
brostarfvingar; Carl Johan fodd den 1 oktober 1848. Jonas 
August fodd den 15 mars 1855. boende i Norra Amerika. Nils 
Peter fodd den 27 Januari 1858. Carolina Sofia fodd den 
27 Juli 1860 och Gustaf Adolf fodd den 2 April 1864. 
For de 2ne sistnamnde som ar omyndige ar Hemmans-
egaren Anders Gustaf Jansson i Mantorp af Hannas 
socken narvarande att deras ratt bevaka, som ock foreslas 
till formyndare, enar hans redbarhet och vederhaftighet ar 
val kand. De i Amerika boende sonernas ratt bevak-
as af Hemmansegaren Carl Ulrik Andersson i Holmbo 
af Hannas socken, enligt fullmakt. 
Da endast de 2ne omyndige varit i hemmet under den 
aflidnes dod, sa alagges dem i Gemenskap med deras 
godeman Anders Gustaf Jansson att efter lag uppgifva skulder och 
tillgangar. Hvarefter uppteckningen foretogs som foljer: 
Translation 
d. 4.Oct. H. T. 1880 
d. 4.Oct. H. T. 18801 
The year 1880 on the 9th of March an estate inventory was taken after the widower Nils 
Carlsson ofStjelkhammar in Ukna parish, who died the 16th of December 1879, and left the 
following direct heirs; Carl Johan born 1 October 1848. Jonas August born 15 March 1855, 
living in Northern America. Nils Peter born 27 January 1858. Carolina Sofia born 27 July 
1860, and Gustaf Adolf born 2 April 1864. For the two last-mentioned the homestead owner 
Anders Gustaf Jansson ofMantorp in Hannas parish was present to guard their rights, who 
is also proposed to be their guardian, as his honesty and integrity are well known. The rights 
of the sons in America were guarded by the homestead owner Carl UlrikAndersson in Holmbo 
of Hannas parish, according to a power of attorney. 
As only the two under age2 persons had been in the home at the time of the deceased's 
death, they are requested, in the company of their guardian Anders Gustaf Jans son, to give 
information, according to law, on all debts and assets. After which the inventory was taken as 
follows: [end of document]. 
****************************************************************** 
1. This line shows that the inventory was exhibited at the local district court at the 4th of 
October, at the Fall Meeting [Hoste Ting]. The court usually had three meetings during the 
year; Winter, Summer, and Fall [Vinterting, Sommarting och Hosteting]. 
2. In 1880 a male person came of age at age 21, and a female (unmarried) at age 25. 
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A New Basic 
Manual 
Your Swedish Roots. A Step by 
Step Handbook, by Per Clemens-
son and Kjell Andersson . Ancestry, 
Provo, UT, 2004. 222 pages, illus-
trated, hard cover. ISBN 1-59331-
276-8. $24.95 from Ancestry.com 
This book, about which rumors were 
first heard in the middle of the sum-
mer, is written by an experienced 
team. Together Per Clemensson, 
retired 1st archivist at the Provincial 
archives of Goteborg, and Kjell An-
dersson , a journalist, have written 
the most widely spread manual for 
Swedish genealogy - Sliiktforska! 
Steg for steg, and its sequel Sliikt-
forska vidare. In 1996 the team also 
produced a special book about emi-
gration research - Emigrantforska! 
Steg for steg, which was very good. 
So it was with high hopes I opened 
the new book, aimed at all the de-
scendants of the emigrants to the 
New World. 
After reading the book twice I still 
like it, but am a bit frustrated by a 
number of errors that points to a too 
big haste in compiling this book. 
This book is produced in cooper-
ation with Genline AB, the company 
that is making scanned pictures of 
the church records available on-line, 
so there are many references to them 
everywhere. 
The book is divided into 19 sec-
tions, covering issues like Clues to 
Your Family's History in Sweden, The 
Emigration from Sweden to America, 
How to Find the Place of Origin in 
Sweden, Swedish Names and Swe-
Book Reviews 
Here you will find information about interesting books on the immigration 
experience, genealogical manuals, books on Swedish customs and much more. 
We welcome contacts with SAG readers, suggestions on books to review 
perhaps. If you want to review a book yourselt please contact the Book Re-
view Editor, Dennis L. Johnson at <j2vikings@att.net> or 2407 Hunsberger 
Drive, Limerick, PA 19468, so he knows what you are working on. 
dish Spelling, etc. 
In the chapter about Swedish 
names and spelling it is good that the 
quirks of the gammalstavning (old 
spelling) are explained, but for the 
handwriting no reference is made to 
any of the books on how to read old 
script. 
In the section on how to find 
various sources the archives system 
is explained and also the role of 
SV AR as microfiche provider, except 
that The Swenson Center is not 
mentioned as their agent in the U.S. 
When going through the organiz-
ation of the church records a remark 
is made that the records from Statis-
tics Sweden [SCB] are not on micro-
film in the FHL, which is wrong. 
They are there, but in the catalog you 
must look under Zan and then civil 
registration. 
Then there comes a part where a 
specific family, the Gustaf Adolf Rapp 
family of Molltorp is used as a re-
search example. The starting point 
is the tombstone for G. A. Rapp and 
his wife Anna Carlson, from where 
the research continues in the Swe-
dish American church records. Here 
the authors states that the micro-
films of those records are available 
only at The Swenson Center in Rock 
Island and the Swedish Emigrant 
Institute in Vaxjo, but the majority 
of the films are also found at the 
Kinship Center in Karlstad. 
When starting to go through the 
research example, the authors start 
with "Let us imagine that we are the 
ancestors of Gustaf Adolf Rapp." If 
that was the case we would long be 
dead and have little interest in his 
fate. Let us rather imagine that we 
are the descendants. 
In this case they go first to the 
Swedish American church records, 
but I think one would be more likely 
to start with Passenger lists and 
other records of that type. Many de-
scendants have no knowledge of 
which church the emigrants be-
longed to, and find that information 
later, in an obituary or so. 
Then when it comes to identifying 
the immigrants in Swedish records,it 
is stated that the moving-out-records 
for Molltorp 1879 are to be found on 
Genline, which is not true. Their 
moving-out records end in 1868. This 
book is based on the idea that Gen-
line has finished their project, but 
that is not so, many parishes are still 
missing, and the subscriber who does 
not realise this will be disappointed. 
In the section on How to Find the 
Place, the authors mention the Ro-
senberg Gazetteer, and for some rea-
son state that it was printed in five 
volumes and reprinted in 1883. It 
was printed in two volumes and the 
reprint in 1982 was in four volumes! 
As Gustaf Adolf Rapp was born in 
a soldier's family his home is also 
mentioned, where the authors coin 
a new term for the soldier's cottage, 
they call it a "soldier's stead," which 
is confusing. 
When describing the ongoing pro-
ject of transcribing tombstones the 
authors, as in many other places, do 
not distinguish between projects 
handled by The Swedish Federation 
of Genealogical Societies (Sveriges 
Sliiktforskarforbund) and the older 
but much smaller Swedish Genea-
logical Society (Genealogiska Foren-
ingen) who gets the kudos for the 
efforts of the Federation (somewhat 
irritating for me after 15 years with 
the Federation). 
The text goes on with good illus-
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Book Reviews 
trations from the records and all 
remarks transcribed and translated. 
There are also many remarks that 
explain abbreviations and notes. Also 
there are discussions on how to con-
tinue the research. 
The chapter on emigration records 
shows pictures of the original pas-
senger lists and explains the matter 
of the source code. There is also a lis-
ting of existing passenger lists for 
various ports of departure, but Ham-
burg is not listed though some of 
their lists are on the Internet for the 
years around 1900, and the Bremen 
lists for the early 1920s. 
In the discussion of the early, pre-
1850, emigrants Dr. Nils William 
Olsson's and Dr. Erik Wiken's major 
work Swedish Passenger Arrivals in 
the United States 1820-1850 is said 
to be based on the List of fees to the 
Swedish Navy's Pension fund, when 
the fact is that the basis for this 
tremendous work are the arrival 
manifests from the U.S. ports, which 
have then been supplemented with 
information from Swedish records of 
many types. 
Another research example con-
cerns the nobleman Ivar Alexis Hall. 
To find information on people be-
longing to the nobility there is a huge 
9-volume work Den introducerade 
svenska adelns iittartavlor by Gus-
tafElgenstierna, which is now avail-
able in a reprint and also in the Fam-
ily History Library and on their 
microfilms, not only in Sweden as 
stated in the text. 
Most reference books mentioned in 
this book can be found in the FHL 
Catalog with a little creative and 
thoughtful searching. 
Latin names can be a problem as 
they change form according to their 
grammatical position, but the minis-
ter on p. 131 was certainly not named 
Catullo Nicolai Oriensulano, he must 
have been Catullus Nicolai Orien-
sulanus. 
Also I do not understand the diffi-
culties in reading the birth notice on 
p. 132, which clearly shows that "on 
the 3rd of January 1689 was born 
Anders Swens[son's] daughter in 
Kahlback, baptized on the 6th with 
the name Elisabeth." Instead there 
is a confused discussion of what the 
name of the baby was - another in-
stance that shows that too little time 
has been spent on editing the text. 
The main part of Your Swedish 
Roots concludes with a discussion of 
Other Old Records, which mentions 
special tax records, the mantalsliing-
der and land records (jordebocker). 
A glaring omission is that the legal 
records are not mentioned, including 
the estate inventories (bouppteck-
ningar), which are very important 
and mostly also on FHL films. 
Next there is a section on how to 
trace living relatives, where the CD 
database Sveriges dodbok is men-
tioned as having data between 1968-
1996, when for several years the ver-
sion II has been out, with data for 
1950 to 1999. 
Then there are travel tips for mak-
ing a trip to Sweden, which seems a 
bit unnecessary in a genealogical 
manual, but I console myself with the 
knowledge that "Swedes are easy-
going and hospitable." This is fol-
lowed by almost 20 pages with more 
tourist information, which we could 
also do without. Then comes a nice 
Word List, but no reference to Phyllis 
Pladsen's more comprehensive 
Swedish Genealogical Dictionary. 
Then there is a good list of abbre-
viations and a list of church records 
destroyed by fire. 
Next comes 6 pages of addresses 
for local genealogical societies, of 
which many are already obsolete, it 
would be much better to just refer to 
the Federation's web site 
<www.genealogi.se> where the lat-
est addresses are always to be found. 
At last comes a web site listing 
with addresses both in Sweden and 
America. The bibliography is very 
short, only 15 titles, of which one is 
a totally confused citing of one of Nils 
William Olsson's books. The title I 
miss the most is of course, Swedish 
American Genealogist, but I could 
also think that John Philip Colletta's 
They Came in Ships, or Allan 
Kastrup's The Swedish Heritage in 
America could be of great interest to 
researchers. Or maybe O.R. Lan-
delius' Swedish Placenames in North 
America, or ... 
Still, this book has many good 
points, especially the detailed ex-
planations of the records, so I think 
I can recommend you buy it. But 
don't throw out your Cradled in 
Sweden, you will need that too. 
Elisabeth Thorsell 
Swedish Texans 
Stockholm on the Rio Grande, a 
Swedish Farming Colony on the 
Mesquite Frontier of Southernmost 
Texas (1912-1985), David E. Vass-
berg , 2003, University Press of 
America, Lanham, MD, 2003, Soft 
Cover, 258 Pages (Available at 
Amazon.com for $44.00). 
There are five towns in the United 
States with the name Stockholm, 
after the largest city in Sweden: 
Stockholm, Maine; Stockholm, New 
Jersey; Stockholm, South Dakota; 
Stockholm, Wisconsin; and Stock-
holm, Minnesota. Once there were 
six. This is the story of one colony by 
this name which did not survive. 
By 1912, most of the prime home-
stead farm land in the Midwest had 
been claimed, even many western 
states had seen their good agricul-
tural areas come under the plow. 
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Less appealing or favorably situated 
lands now became targets of specu-
lation and the promotion of develop-
ment in ventures intended to make 
a profit for the developers. 
In the early 1900's, southern Texas 
was a sparsely inhabited ranch coun-
try with no railroad access. It was 
dry and covered with brush and 
mesquite but could be irrigated for 
farming. By 1904, the St. Louis, 
Brownsville and Mexican Railway 
had been extended to Brownsville, 
Texas, a town on the southernmost 
tip of the state and on the Mexican 
border. This railway made the Rio 
Grande Valley accessible to the rest 
of the country, and crops grown there 
could be economically shipped to 
northern markets. Land developers 
from the north bought up the cheap 
land, paying as little as $2.50 per 
acre. Reselling the land in small farm 
tracts could bring as much as $75.00 
per acre, an immense profit. 
In 1912, three Swedish American 
developers from Minneapolis, the 
Wallin, Johnson, and Matson Land 
Company, bought a ranch of slightly 
over 12,000 acres known as the Tur-
ner tract. This land, only a few miles 
from the new railroad and just west 
of a railroad station at Lyford, was 
to be the agricultural settlement that 
became the Stockholm community. 
The land company heavily adver-
tised and promoted this farm land 
among Swedish Americans in Ca-
nada, Minnesota, and Texas. (There 
had been a substantial settlement of 
Swedes in Texas since the 1850's, 
mainly further north around Austin.) 
Advertisements were in both Swed-
ish and English newspapers, and rail 
tours brought prospective buyers to 
the area to see the land. 
Book Reviews 
By 1914, about 150 Swedes had 
purchased land in the Turner tract 
and nearly 2,000 acres had been 
cleared. By 1915, 28 houses had been 
built, silos and cattle barns added, 
and before long a school and a church, 
shared by a Lutheran and a Mission 
Congregation. The town of Stockholm 
had begun, there were telephone 
lines, a farm club was organized, and 
dirt roads were graded. Many farm-
ers operated dairy farms, others grew 
cotton in the newly cleared and 
plowed fields. The town and com-
munity continued to grow through 
the 1920's, although many of the new 
residents found conditions too harsh 
and they moved elsewhere or retur-
ned to their origins. Most of the 
settlers in Stockholm were staged 
migrants; that is, they had lived 
elsewhere in the U.S. or Canada 
before coming to Stockholm. About 
sixty per cent came from Canada, 
Minnesota, and Texas, the remainder 
from a scattering of other locations. 
The Depression of the 1930's was 
the beginning of the end for Stock-
holm, when drought and poor mar-
kets for crops caused many of the 
settlers to give up and seek better 
conditions elsewhere. Fifteen of the 
original landowners were still there 
in 1935, but Stockholm had lost its 
school, the general store, and the last 
church. Remaining residents went 
to church in nearby Lyford. By 1985, 
a visitor to Stockholm would find 
only historical markers and a dust-
blown cemetery. There remained 
only two families (both non-Swedish) 
living in the area. 
The author, David Vassberg, grew 
up in the vicinity of Stockholm, Texas. 
His grandfather, John Ulrik Vass-
berg, was born in Sundsvall, Sweden 
in 1865 and he emigrated to the US 
in 1885. After working for a time as 
a salesman, he farmed in South Da-
kota and, after 1894, in Saskatche-
wan, Canada. John married Hannah 
Ericksson from Sweden and they had 
seven children. Disliking the cold 
Canadian winters, he became in-
terested in Texas and purchased 240 
acres near Stockholm in 1917. Sev-
eral of his sons also settled in the 
Stockholm area, including Sven, fa-
ther of the author. Sven lived in the 
area until he died in 1967. His old-
est of three sons, David, was born in 
1936 and graduated from nearby 
Lyford High School. He farmed with 
his father for five years, then went 
to the University ofTexas in Austin, 
earning a Ph.D in history. He has had 
a distinguished academic career and 
became an expert on 16th century 
Spain. 
David Vassberg taught History at 
the University of Texas-Pan Ameri-
can for 28 years and is now retired. 
He recently decided to write this 
book about Stockholm, Texas, fearing 
that the story of this town and its 
Swedish settlers would otherwise be 
lost to history. His view is that while 
Stockholm was unsuccessful as a 
colony, it was a resounding success 
in that the descendants of these 
pioneer settlers have now become 
mainstream participants in Ameri-
can society. 
Vassberg's book is thorough, well 
researched, indexed, and well docu-
mented. After describing the birth, 
growth, and decline of Stockholm in 
six chapters supplied with many 
historic photographs, over 100 pages 
entitled "Swedes of the Local Colony" 
are devoted to listing as many of the 
early settlers in Stockholm as he was 
able to identify. A brief description 
of their lives and experiences in 
Stockholm is given for each, even for 
a number of absentee owners who 
purchased land but did not ever live 
there. Any reader with roots in this 
part of Texas, or an interest in an 
unusual Swedish American farming 
colony will find this book a valuable 
resource and a most engaging story. 
Dennis L. Johnson 
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Genealogical Queries 
Genealogical queries from subscribers to Swedish American Genealogist will be listed here free of charge on a 
"space available" basis. The editor reserves the right to edit these queries to conform to a general format. The 
inquirer is responsible for the contents of the query. 
We would like to hear about your success if you receive useful information as a result of placing a query in this 
publication. Please send us your feedback, and we will endeavor to report your new discoveries in this section of 
the journal. 
Grill, Davis, Walker, Ogren 
My great-grandmother, Nellie Louisa Grill, daughter of Nils and Hannah Green Grill (pronounced Greeley), was 
born in Sweden on October 5, 1858. In 1872 at the age of fourteen, she immigrated to New Sweden, Maine. The 
only information my family has is that she may have been from the northern part of Sweden, come with a family as 
a child care provider and that she was running away from her stepmother. In 1878, she married William Henry 
Davis in the Hammond Street Baptist Church in Bangor, Maine. They had two children: Llewellyn M., born in New 
Sweden, and a daughter, Louisa Berniece, my grandmother, born in Brewer, Maine. William Henry, who went by 
Henry, was a sailor who fell overboard on a trip to Boston, Massachusetts, and died in 1890. In 1892, Nellie married 
Frank Walker and moved to the Walker Farm in Garland, Maine. She died in 1898 and is buried in East Bradford, 
Maine. 
Nellie may have had relatives who arrived in New Sweden in 1871. In 1977, while my family was visiting in 
Sweden, I did some research in the Malmo Archives. I found Nils and Margaretta Grill who immigrated to New 
Sweden, Maine, in 1871, listed in the church records of the New Sweden Baptist Church. My father, who was born 
in 1898, had spoken of visiting Uncle Nils's farm but did not have any other memories. Nils and Margaretta did 
have a farm in Perham, Maine, the town next to New Sweden. They had two children: Hannah, born in Sweden in 
1871, and Nils, Jr., who was born in 1872, in New Sweden. Nils Jr., ran the farm after his parents died and was also 
known as a gifted jeweler. They are buried in the New Sweden Cemetary along with Nils Jr.'s wife, Louise Ogren 
of Caribou, Maine. 
Marilyn Walker Fielding, 63 Chapman Aue, Westbrook, CT 06498-2163. E-mail: mjfielding@aol.com 1247 
New and Noteworthy 
(short notes on interesting books and articles) 
Finding Answers in U.S. Census Records, Loretta Dennis Szucs & Matthew Wright, 2002, MyFamily.com, 
Inc., Orem, Utah, soft cover, 163 pages, $16.95. A guide to U.S. Census records, with general information about 
the census, tips for using each census from 1790 through 1930, Census Indexes and Finding aids, and informa-
tion on various supplemental schedules and special censuses. A very useful reference for those unfamiliar with 
research using U.S. census information. 
The Federation of Swedish Genealogical Societies (Sueriges Sliiktforskarforbund) publishes every year a 
Yearbook (Sliiktforskarnas Arsbok) with very varied contents; family histories, court cases, transcribed lists 
of released soldiers, Middle Age genealogy, craftsmen's families , and much more. The articles can be very long or just a few pages but are all in Swedish. In the 2004 issue there is an interesting article called Svenska armeofficer-
are i blatt, by Per Iko, MA, major. In this article the author tells about a number of Swedish army officers who 
obtained leaves of absence to seek positions in the Union army. Their number seems to have been about 20 and 
most of them that survived, returned to Sweden. 
The October 2004 issue of Family Tree Magazine has a very nice article by David A. Fryxell about how to 
break through brick walls, and as the author also has Swedish roots, some of his tips refer to problems with the 
patronymics of Sweden. 
Tidningen, Summer 2004 (Swedish Genealogical Society of Minnesota) has a long article about the Church 
of Sweden by John von Walter. In this he starts way back in Viking times and progresses through the Reforma-
tion and, in this issue, ends with the conflict between king Sigismund and his uncle, Duke Carl, in the late 
1500s and the consequences for the country, when the clergymen met in Uppsala in 1593. 
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Question #1 
One of my ancestors left Sweden 
from the port ofGoteborg on May 21, 
1880, aboard the steamship Argo, 
bound for Hull, England. However, 
the ship State of Indiana, aboard 
which he arrived at the Port of New 
York on June 9, 1880, departed from 
Glasgow and Larne, Ireland - both 
located a good distance north of any 
of England's ports. Family oral his-
tory corroborates that he came by 
way of Glasgow. It could be pre-
sumed, therefore, that the Argo may 
have docked somewhere in Scot-
land's Firth of Forth on its way to 
Hull, England, in order to put pas-
sengers ashore in Scotland. 
What is known about the means 
by which those emigrants - a group 
of about 30 individuals, in my an-
cestor's case - might have traveled 
from Scotland's eastern coast to the 
Glasgow seaport on its western 
coast? Might they have traveled by 
rail? by canal? Did those who sold 
passage aboard the Argo and other 
Wilson Line ships include in the 
ticket a known travel arrangement 
across Scotland? If so, what else 
might be known about that portion 
of the Swedish emigrants' journey? 
Answer: 
The State-Line Steamship C:o Limi-
ted, usually known as The State Line 
started its operations in 1872 with 
one line going Glasgow - New York, 
and another one Glasgow - New Or-
leans. It was unusual for the emi-
grants to travel to other ports in 
Great Britain than Hull. In 1880 it 
is estimated that 94% of the Swedish 
emigrants traveled to Hull and then 
to Liverpool by train. It seems to be 
The Question Chest 
The Question Chest is a new department in SAG, and the idea is that you, 
dear SAG reader, will send in your questions about anything BUT your 
ancestors to this page. We will try to get good answers to these questions, 
and will try get them together as fast as possible, but if it is a complicated 
matter, it might take some time. 
Write or e-mail to the SAG editor, Elisabeth Thorsell, Hastskoviigen 45, 
S-177 39 Jarfalla, Sweden. E-mail: <sag@etgenealogy.se> 
a very small proportion that trav-
elled by way of Glasgow, and no 
references were found concerning the 
travel from Hull to Glasgow. It seems 
unlikely that Argo would have 
docked on the British coast to put 
passengers ashore elsewhere than 
Hull. 
If someone has family traditions 
about how to travel to Glasgow from 
Hull, please contact SAG. 
Facts: Studier rorande suensk 
emigration till Nordamerika 1850-
1880, by Gosta Lext (1977). 
Question #2 
What were 200 kronor worth in Ame-
rican money in 1903? That's the 
amount my father paid for his pas-
sage from Sweden to America at that 
time. 
Answer: 
The exchange rate around 1900 was 
roughly 5 kronor, which makes your 
father's ticket cost $40. That amount 
in today's money would be ca $830, 
to compare with a return airplane 
ticket to Salt Lake City from Sweden 
for $932. 
An industrial worker in Sweden in 
1900 worked 61 hours/week and was 
paid 36 ore/hour. 
Facts: Vad kostade det? by Lars 0 
Lagerqvist & Ernst Nathorst-Boos 
(1984) 
Question #3 
Where can I find passenger lists of 
Swedes traveling from Goteborg to 
Grimsby and Liverpool, England, 
from 1900 to 1915? 
Answer: 
The original Police Chamber lists 
for the port of Goteborg are kept in 
the Provincial Archives (Landsarki-
ue t) in Goteborg. They are also 
available on microfilm through the 
LDS Family History Centers. The 
film numbers are FHL Film 1149181 
to FHL Film 1149213. 
Question #4 
Why are there sometimes duplicate 
parish records (births, etc.) dupletter 
and are they sometimes just for part 
of the parish or usually for all? The 
researcher found someone in the 
regular records but not in the 
dupletter and wondered if, since it's 
a huge parish (Tuna, Kalmar Zan), if 
it was possible that the dupletter 
were just from, say, half of the parish. 
Answer: 
Sometimes the church verger (kyrk-
udktaren) kept a duplicate book for 
births, etc, as he could be the one to 
furnish the minister with the notes 
to be written in the proper book of 
records. But it is very unusual, and I 
have no explanation in the case of 
Tuna. Old Kalmar diocese generally 
has rather poor books, due to the 
bishops being little interested in 
records. 
Question #5 
A puzzle: On two of my Ahlqvist 
tombstones on Oland is this: "R.N.O." 
What does it stand for and what does 
it mean? 
Answer: 
R.N.O. stands for Riddare au Nord-
stjdrneOrden (Knight of the Order of 
the Polar Star), one of the three Ord-
ers of Sweden, the other two are the 
VasaOrden and SerafimerOrden. 
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The Last Page 
Dear friends, 
Thank you very much for your en-
couraging e-mails, which makes life 
good for a new editor. So keep them 
coming with new ideas for articles 
and suggestions for other things that 
could be discussed in SAG. 
Should we open a discussion on the 
topic of egg-coffee? This kind of coffee 
is virtually unknown in Sweden, but 
I have had any number of questions 
about it in various parts of the U.S. 
So tell me your stories about it, and 
we will see how common it was, and 
maybe still is? 
Recently I was allowed to see the 
list of SAG subscribers, and could see 
that there must be great possibilities 
to increase the number of sub-
scribers in states like Connecticut 
(18), District of Columbia (4), Dela-
ware (2 [Hi, Elsa and Bill!]), Indiana 
(12), Rhode Island (2), New Hamp-
shire (4), Maine (8), Vermont (3), 
Pennsylvania (18), North Dakota (2), 
Montana (2), Nebraska (16), Utah 
(8), and several Southern states. 
Swenson Center does 
NOT have Swedish 
microfilm or microfiche 
The new book Your Swedish Roots 
states on page 144 that The Swenson 
Center has microfilm of the Swedish 
church records. This is not so. 
Swenson Center does have some 
microfilm for a few parishes, but does 
not have records for the whole coun-
try. Instead, go to your closest LDS 
Family History Center and they can 
help you to find the films for Sund-
born or Orby. 
New chairperson in 
Karlstad 
The new county governor, Eva Eriks-
son, was elected chairperson for The 
Kinship Center at Karlstad at their 
Annual General Meeting in April 
2004. (The Bridge 02/2004) 
There are supposedly just as many 
Swedish descendants in the U.S. as 
we are here in "The Old Country," 
roughly 9 million, so I see a huge 
growth potential, but we need your 
help! Tell your friends about SAG, 
bring it to church coffee and show 
your fellow Swedes, etc. 
Well, summer of 2004 is just a 
memory when you read this, and I 
hope it was a nice summer. Here in 
Sweden we had our usual mixture of 
rainy, cool days, and then suddenly a 
few weeks of almost tropical heat, 
and then back to cool and wet again. 
In my family we have a little 
"stuga" in Varmland, in the parish of 
Nordmark in Eastern Varmland, 
where we like to go and enjoy being 
in the forest, sometimes looking for 
moose and beavers. The "stuga" has 
been in the family for generations 
and now the youngest grandson (2½) 
made his first conscious visit there, 
and declared that he wanted to stay, 
when the parents wanted to go home. 
That was a good sign that the place 
will remain in the family in the 
future too. 
In these days of constant change 
it is nice to have a retreat that main-
ly has stayed the same since my own 
childhood, and which can tell the 
youngsters about a past way of life 
(wooden stove, tiled oven, outdoor 
conveniences etc). 
In the very near future is a trip 
for me to the U.S. First I will spend 
some days at The Swenson Center, 
to learn more about their resources, 
know ledge I will be sharing with you. 
Then I am going on to Salt Lake City 
and the SAG Workshop Week, one of 
the high points of the year. Perhaps 
one of the participants can be per-
suaded to share his/her experiences 
there. And lastly, a visit with rela-
tives in Central California, where we 
will store sun and energy for the 
coming not-so-fun weather in the 
late fall in Sweden. 
All the best! 
Elisabeth Thorsell 
The 2004 Olsson scholar is revealed 
The 2004 Olsson scholar is now 
revealed. She is Joanna Daxell, a 
doctoral student in Comparative 
Canadian Literature at Universite 
de Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada. She 
will be at The Swenson Center for the 
first 3-1/2 weeks in November 2004. 
Her dissertation topic is "Swedish 
Literature in North America in 
Swedish and English and the Image 
of the Swedish Immigrant/Emigrant 
in North American and Swedish 
Literatures." 
She plans to explore the differen-
ces found in American and Canadian 
immigrant writing based on the dif-
ferent history of Swedish immigra-
tion to the United States, which 
starts already in the 1840s, and to 
Canada, where the majority of Swed-
ish immigrants arrived at a later 
date. She plans to use the Swenson 
Center's extensive book collection, 
Swedish-American newspapers, and 
archival collections. 
She has worked with Elinor Barr 
on the Swedes in Canada project as 
a researcher and translator [See 
SAG 2/04 p. 12]. 
Swedish Council of 
America seeks new 
partners 
The Swedish Councilof America 
visited Stockholm in March 2004 to 
discuss closer contacts with, for 
instance, the Swedish Local Histori-
cal Society Federation (Sueriges 
Hembygdsforbund) and Swedish 
museums and tourist organizations. 
A Swedish-American conference in 
2006 in Sweden is in the planning 
stages. (The Bridge 02/2004) 
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Abbreviations 
Table 1. Abbreviations for Swedish provinces (landskap) used by Swedish American Genealogist (as of March 
2000) and Sveriges Sliiktforskarforbund (the Federation of Swedish Genealogical Societies, Stockholm [SSF]). 
Landskap SAG & SSF Landskap SAG & SSF 
(Province) Abbr. (Province) Abbr. 
Blekinge Blek. Narke Nark. 
Bohuslan Bohu. Skane Skan. 
Dalarna Dala. Smaland Smal. 
Dalsland Dals. Sodermanland Sodm. 
Gotland Got!. Uppland Uppl. 
Gastrikland Gast. Varmland Varm. 
Halland Hall. Vasterbotten Vabo. 
Halsingland Hals. Vastergotland Yago. 
Harjedalen Harj. Vastmanland Vasm. 
0 
Ange. Jamtland Jamt. Angermanland 
Lappland Lapp. Oland Oland 
Medelpad Mede. Ostergotland bstg. 
Norrbotten Nobo. 
Table 2. Abbreviations and codes for Swedish counties ( Lan) formerly used by Swedish American Genealogist (1981-1999) and currently used by Statistiska centralbyran (SCB) (the Central Bureau of Statistics, Stock-
holm). 
Lan SAG SCB SCB Lan SAG SCB SCB (County) Abbr. Abbr. Code (County) Abbr. Abbr. Code 
Blekinge Blek. Blek. K Stockholm Stock. Sthm. AB 
Dalarnaa Dlrn. w Soderman land Sod. Sodm. D 
Gotland Gotl. Gotl. I Uppsala Upps. Upps. C 
Gavleborg Gav!. Gavl. X Varmland Varm. Vrml. s 
Halland Hall. Hall. N Vasterbotten Vbn. Vbtn. AC 
Jamtland Jamt. Jmtl. z Vasternorrland Vn. Vnrl. y 
Jonkoping Jon. Jkpg. F Vastmanland Vast. Vstm. u 
Kalmar Kalm. Kalm. H Vastra Gotalandc Vgot. 0 
Kronoberg Kron. Kron. G Orebro Ore. Oreb. T 
Norrbotten Norr. Nbtn. BD Ostergotland bg. Ostg. E 
Skaneb Skan. M 
a formerly Kopparberg (Kopp.; W) Zan. 
b includes the former counties (liin) of Malmohus (Malm.; M) and Kristianstad (Krist.; L). 
c includes the former counties (Zan) of Goteborg and Bohus (Got.; 0), Skaraborg (Skar.; R), and Alvsborg (Alvs.; P). 
Lappland 
The counties (Zan) The Provinces (landskap) 
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